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CHARLOTTE ROUECHE _ SUSAN M. SHER\7IN-\THITE
Some Aspects of the Seleucid Empire: the Greek
Inscriptions from Failaka, in the Arabian Gulf
The material presented in this anicie was found on the small island - measuring
some 1 1 .5 k-. by 5 km. - now known as Failaka, which lies about 13 km. off the
coast of Kuwait, at the northern end of the Arabian Gulf. The first Greek find
from Failaka was an early hellenistic inscription (no. 1) which was found by chance
in the 1930's, during ploughing on a low hill called locally Tell Khazneh (oThe
Hoard"), in the south-west corner of the island. This find was important and ex-
citing support for the Greek historical tradition of Greek exploration of the coast
and offshore islands of the Gulf initiated by Alexander the Great.
From 1958 to 1963 a Danish archaeologicalteam devoted five campaigns to the
excavation of a mound (F 5) and a block of buildings (F 4), a short way south of
Tell Khazneh. Preliminary reports of the excavation and finds have been published
in Kuml, the journal of the Archaeological Society of Jutland (Kuml 1958,
172-200;1960, 153-207;1979,219-236). Of the volumes of the final publication
of the Danish excavations those on the terracotta figurines and the hellenistic pot-
tery were published in 1982 and 1983 (n.22); further volumes on the hellenistic
material, and on the prehistoric finds, are in progress (for the latter see P. Kyarn-
uu, Failaka/Dilmun I.1: The stamp and cylinder seals, Aarhus 1983). These exca-
vations discovered a small fortified settlement, with two Greek temples, at F 5, and
a complex of extra-mural buildings, including a terracotta workshop, at F 4; their
discoveries are of almost inestimable value for the history of the eastern hellenistic
world, since very few hellenistic sites have been chosen for conrolled excavations.
The Greek dedicatory inscription (no.2) and the Seleucid text (no.3) were dis-
covered at F 5 in 1959, rn the course of the Danish excavations.
In 1983 a joint French and Kuwaiti archaeological team, under the direction of
Dr. J.-F. Salrr's, held excavations on the island, in the same area, and found a new
hellenistic sanctuary (86), extra muros, by the present coastline. This team also
cleaned, and in 1984 conducted excavations, at Tell Khazneh, the findspot of the
first inscription, where in 1,976 an Ialian team, from the University of Venice, had
dug trenches and found material dating from the fifth century BC m the hellenistic
period. The results of these excavations were presented by Dr. Sar-rBs in papers at
the Seminar forArabian Studies in London in 1983 (now published in Proceedings
of the Seminar for Arabian Studies 14,1984, pp.9-20), and in Cambridge in July
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1984 (see n.2). The final report of the excavation of B 6, Fouilles Frangaises i Fai-
laka 1983, edited byJ.-F. Sarrps (Collection Tiavaux de la Maison de I'Orient, Ly-
on) is now published (1984). \7e are extremely grateful to Dr. Sallr,s for generous
and valuable discussion of the new finds.
The site at Tell Khazneh is another sancr.uary site; it provides an imporrant miss-
ing link in the hismry of the island because, unlike the other sancruaries at F 5 and
B 6, it was occupied in the Neo-Babylonian andlor Achaemenid period, thus con-
firming the historical tradition of a pre-Greek sanctuary on the island (see below,
p.31). During the hellenistic period the sanctuary continued in occupation until
approximately the end of the second century BC; it was, therefore, in existence for
the first of the two main phases into which occuparion of F S is ar presenr divided
(from the early or middle third century to about the end of the second century
BC). Both Tell Khazneh and F 5 were reoccupied in or around the firsr cenr.ury
BC. The original building of the sanctuaries at B 6 and the settlement F 5 are
thought by Salres to be approximately contemporary; but B 6 may have been
abandoned earlier than F 5, perhaps in the middle of the second century since no
find from it needs to be dated later than the reign of Andochus IV. Thus for at least
a century (and perhaps more) within the third to second centuries BC, as many as
three hellenistic sanctuary sites, and one secular complex of buildings (F 4) existed
on the island. All these sites are small; but there is no reason to believe that they
represent the sum total of sites of this period on the island. No hellenistic cemetery
has yet been found or excavated on Failaka.
The task of identifying and sorting out relationships between the sanctuaries
and the communities attached to them will be a complex matter, and cannot be
completed until all the hellenistic sites have been fully published. Our article will,
we hope, contribute m this task by republishing, besides the dedicatory inscrip-
tions (nos. I and 2) the single most important Greek inscription from Failaka, the
long and difficult Seleucid dossier (no.3). Our collaboration arises from a happy
coincidence: C. Rouecsf's opportunity to study the inscriptions from Failaka dur-
ing several year's residence in Kuwait, and S. M. SuBnwru-\7nrre's independent
preparation of a study on the Seleucid empire in the east. \7e are most grateful to
the Ministry of Information in Kuwait and to the authorities at the Kuwait Na-
tional Museum - in particular, to Mr.Jawao ar Na;1an, and Mr. INrn,tN Aeoo - for
their courteous and friendly co-operation.
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IKAROS: THE GREEK INSCRIPTIONS
1. Dedication by Soteles and soldiers
A limestone block, broken below and above. The lower part of the original left side
and right side are preserved. H. 0.45; \tr. 0.40-0.41; Th. 0.20. Letters: 0.018.
The inscription was found in the 1930's on Failaka, during ploughing at a site
called Tell Khazneh, north of the mound called Sa'aid which is the site of the hel-
lenistic settlement F 5.1 This site was explored by rhe Italian expedition in 1976,
and excavated by the French and Kuwaiti expedition io 1984; the finds so far show
that this too was a pre-Islamic site.2 The inscription is now in the Kuwait National
Museum. Plate 1.
The text was published by M.N.Too, from a photograph provided by Fneve
Srarir (see note 1), JHS 63 (1943) 712-113, fig.l, whence SEG 12. 556,
Bull.Ep.1944.l90; cf. also E.ArenncursEN, Kuml (1958) 1S5 fig.13; C.PrcRno,
RA (1961) 50-5; F.Arrseru and R.Srnur, Klio 45 (1965) 274; Bull.Ep.
1967.651; G.M.ConrN, The Seleucid Colonies (Historia Einzelschriften 30,
1978) 43.
Xr0t6[nql
'ASqvoiofu] (or ASqvoIo[E])
rc,i oi otpoftr6tor]
Al Xror{pt
s flooer66rvr
'Apt6pr6t
Xrrltetpor
Tianslation:
Soteles./the son of Athenaios (or Soteles/Athenaios, or Soteles/the Arhenian)/and
the soldiers/to Zeus Soter,/Poseidon,/Artemis/Soteira.
Scri.pt
The inscription is not well cut. The size and shape of individual letters varies and
alignment is irregular. The poor and unprofessional character of the lettering
1 For the find see M.Too, o. c. ll2, citing Fnrra Sram, who was told about the find on a
visit to Failaka, and forwarded to Too a photograph of the stone. For a description of the site
see F. Sranr, Baghdad Sketches (London 1937) 2A5;for the location see ArnnrcursrN, Kuml
1958, 185. Fnrva Sranx's visit to Failaka was in March 1937 , as is indicared by a letter wrirrcn
afterwards from Kuwait, and dated to March 20, about the island: F.Sram, Letters vol.III
(London 1976)76-78.
2 See Introduction, above. The results of the 1984 excavarions at Tell Khazneh are to ap-
pear in the Proceedings of the Seminar for Arabian Studies, volume 15, to be published in
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makes the inscription difficultto darc, as ToD pointed our (o. c. ll3). \7hile, for
example, the sprawling sigma of line I would not be out of place in an Athenian tri-
bute list after 445 BC, the neater sigma of line4 would fit a fourth or early third
century BC date. Alpba alone seems to have a consistent shape, with right hand di-
agonal intersecting at or near the end of the crossbar. The criterion of letter forms
therefore affords only the most general date for this panicular stone, between, ap-
proximately, the fourth century and the early third century BC.3
Ep igrap h ic c ornrn e ntary
1.1. Xrotel,[i6r1E] is an alternative possibility, as Too noted.
1.2. 'ASqvcrtofu] is suggested in Bull.Ep . 1967 .65L. It is difficult to decide berween
reading the patronymic or the ethnic. In hellenistic dedicarions offered jointly by
military commander and military units the commander is often designated simply
by personal name without patronymic or ethnic.a A third possibility which has not
previously been recognised is that the names of two military leaders are given.
There is room to supply ro[, orwe can assume asyndeton, as for example, in the
dedication by an Attalid garrison from Aegina: Xu,tup1voE Kol,),ipo1og / rcsi oi
0n'cr0toilg fyepoveE / rcui otprltrdrtor (Eph.Arch. [1913] 90-2,p1.8; R.E.ArrnN,
ABSA 66 11.9711 l-12, pl.2: reign of Attalus I); compare the early hellenistic dedi-
cation from Samothrace of PhilipIII and AlexanderfV of Macedon: Booil,e/tE
{Dt}"rnrog / 'd.[i"6(ov8p]9/g SeotE peylg[],oql (J. R. McCneorn, Hesperia 37
119681 222, pl.66b). Soldiers and colonists in the hellenistic easr came from many
old Greek cities - including, of course, Athens.5
1.3. otpo[ttdrtcrt is the reading preferred by all editors; other possibilities include
otpcr[teu6pevor] or otpcr,fteuocr,pevot], cf. Too ll2 n. 1. Xtpoftqyot] is probably
rc be rejected, with Too, in favour of the well paralleled joint dedication by mili-
tary commander and group of soldiers. There is one problem to this solution,
which was not noted by previous commentators; there is only room for approxi-
mately four letters in the remaining space in this line. This indicates that the longer
3 Cf. Too, ib. : "I can only say that the writing gives me the impression of belonging to thelatter part of the fourth, or the opening years of the third century." For the shape of four-bar
sigma at fifth century Athens see M. \7alnaNr, Athenian Proxenies of the Fifth Century BC
(Toronto 197 8) 36 and 39.
a e.g.OGIS229.103ff.(c.2468C);SEG7.4(IIVIIBC;Susa);OGIS266.19ff.(reignof
Eumenes I of Pergamum); SB 1 104 (reign of Ptolemy II). For a useful conspectus see M. Lau-
Nrv, Recherches sur les Arm6es hell6nistiques II (Paris 1950) I OO5- 1 01 8.5 See LauNBy, Recherchesl (Paris 1949) 145-151,428-433, on Athenian mercenaries,
and Recherches Il, 1125-1127 for a list of Athenians in military service in hellenistic king-
doms which includes our Soteles. See also L. Rorrnr, Laodic6e du Lycos. Le Nymph6e (Paris
1969) 330-31,: a group of Athenians were moved by Seleucus I to (Syrian) Antioch from Anti-
goneia, to whose {ounder, Antigonus I, Athens had sent a body of colonists; cf. Pausanias of
Damascus, F.Gr.Hist. 854 F 10 (6).
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alternatives should be rejected in favour of otpo,[ttdrtot], the shortest of the likely
terms. Ve must then assume that the (amateurish) cutter, underestimating the
amount of space needed, crowded together the last letters of the line. He would
have had to fit only six letters into the space of four, of which two were iotas, and
therefore comparatively easy to accommodate.
11. 4-9: The dedication is made, in a standard form, jointly to three gods. Zeus, the
chief Greek god, is here given the familiar title soter,.saviourr. Poseidon, the god
of the sea, is an obvious deity to honour after avoyage. Artemis, the third deity, is
most probably chosen because on lkaros, as Arrian relates (Anabasis 7.20.3-4)
there was a sanctuary sacred to a goddess whom the Greeks identified with the
Greek goddess Artemis. The inclusion of the epithets soter (for Zeus) and soteira
(for Artemis) might indicate that the dedication celebrated the safe arrival of the
dedicators (as Too suggested, I 12) ; but it is notable that these two epithets contin-
ued to be used of two deities at the settlement F 5 (see text 3, 11.10 and 22, and his-
torical commentarF, p.32).
Historical Cornmentary
The dedication could derive either from some Greek military expedition in the
Arabian Gulf, or from a garrison on the island. These are the two interpretations
which the content and the form of the dedication suggest.
1. Military expeditions in the Arabian Gulf.
Military expeditions under Greek commanders in the Arabian Gulf, calling at Ika-
ros, are rare in recorded history. It is therefore not surprising that scholars have
tentatively connected the dedication with Alexander the Great. Two different ep-
isodes have been cited.
M.N.Too (o.c. 113) was inclined to link the occasion with Nearchus'expedi-
tion (325-324) from the lower Indus to the head of the Arabian Gulf, observing in
particular the sacrifices offered for the safety of the fleet by Alexander to Zeus So-
ter and Poseidon, and by Nearchus for his escape from danger to Zeus Soter
(among other deities).6 But Nearchus' expedition should be ruled out, because the
westernmost pointi which he reached at the head of the Gulf, coasting up from
Carmania, was Babylonian Diridotis, where the coast, after turning west, met the
mouth of the Euphrates (Arrian, Indica 41.6; c/ Strabo 16.3.2).
The expeditions sent by Alexander to explore the Arabian coast of the Gulf are
more promising.8 Alexander dispatched three small expeditions in the winter of
324/3, as a preliminary to a major expedition under preparation in Babylon. The
6 For Alexander see Arrian, Anabasis 5. l g.5 and Indica 36.3 ; for Nearchus, In dica 3 6.9.7 F. Sram, Baghdad Sketches, 197-198.
8 Arrian, Anab asis 7 .19.3 -20, Indica 43. 8 ; Strabo 1 5. 1 1.2.
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first expedition consisted of a single triakonter commanded by Archias of Pella,
who sailed as far as Telos (the Bahrein islands), and told Alexander about both Te-
los and Ikaros (Arrian, Anabasis 7.20.3-6).Androsthenes of Thasos and Hieron of
Soli were later sent, each with a single triakonter, to push the exploration further
down the Arabian coast (Anaba sis 7 .20.7 -8).e Alexander's aim, as described in Ar-
rian, who is following the contemporary Aristobulus, was to colonise the Arabian
coast and offshore islands, which Alexander thought could be as prosperous
as Phoenicia.l0 Since Alexander was attracted by the prosperity of the Arabian
incense and spice trade (Anabasis 7.20.2), it is likely that his colonies, like the
Phoenician cities, were intended to exploit and control this trade as outleff for
it.1 1
It is in this context of colonisation that Arrian names two islands <<near>) the
mouth of the Euphrates, knowledge of which was brought back to Alexander by
his explorers. The first, <not far from the outlets of the Euphrates)), was the island
which, as Aristobulus says, Alexander then ordered to be named Ikaros after the
Aegean island (Anab asis 7 .20.3-5); the identification of Ikaros with Failaka was
confirmed by the discovery of text 3 (11. 1 and 8). The other island was Telos - that
is, Bahrein. Arrian's account demonstrates (d.7.20.4) Alexander's reliance on the
commanders of these expeditions for his information about these islands; Alexan-
der clearly did not know Ikaros or Telos from autopsy. Arrian returns briefly to
Alexander's Arabian expeditions in the Indica (43.8): "Those whom Alexander
sent from Babylon in order that sailing as far as possible on the right coast of the
Red Sea (the Arabian Gulfl they might reconnoitre the country on this side, these
men inspected certain islands lying on their course, and also doubtless put in at the
mainland of Arabia".12 These expeditions appear in the sources as pioneering voy-
ages of exploration, and as the prelude to the programme of conquest and coloni-
sation which Alexander planned, but did not live to carry out.
e See H.Brnve, Das Alexanderreich auf prosopographischer Grundlage (Munich 1926)
nos. 162 (Archias), 80 (Androsthenes), 382 (Hieron).
10 Arrian,Anabasis7.20.2(F.Gr.Hist. 139F55).ForAristobulus'accountseeL.PEansoN,
Lost Histories of Alexander, Am.Philol.Assoc . 20, 19 60, 1 8 3- I 8 5.
11 Nearchus' expedition had discovered the Arabian trade in (Indian) cinnamon and its im-
port via Ras Masandam (Cape Maceta) to Babylonia (Indica 32.6-7) and the expeditions of
Alexander investigated the Arabian trade in myrrh, {rankincense and other spices, accumula-
ting information on the sources of these latterwhich Theophrastus used (e. g. De causis plant.
9.4.9, 10). In general see V. Mulrrn, RE Suppl. 15 s. v. \feihrauch, cols. 700 f ., esp. 720 f .;
N. Gnoolr, Frankincense and Myrrh. A Study of the Arabian Incense Tiade (London 1981)
esp. chs. 4, 5-8. On the role of the Gerrhaeans as intermediaries in the trade and as main sup-
pliers of Mesopotamia see Strabo 16.3 (766) from Aristobulus (and 768), and Arrian, Indica
41.7 with 32.7.For a good survey of the trade with the Indus valley and with Arabia see J.-
F.Sanrs, Le Golfe entre le proche et extrdme orient i l'6poque hell6nistique, in the fonh-
coming Festschrift for Beatrice de Cardi.
12 e. g. at Gerrha, or its port? See N. Gnoou, ,Gerrha, a nlost" Arabian city,, ATLAL 6 (3),
1,983,97 -1A8, for a recent discussion of the location of Gerrha.
': \earchus, Indica36.9.
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There is, however, no supporr in the sources for identifying any of Alexander's
Arabian expeditions as the occasion for the original foundation of the early helle-
nistic Greek settlement on Failaka. There is also no basis for the identificationl3 of
Ikaros with the unnamed city founded by Alexander (Anabasis 7 .21) afrcr sailing
from Babylon down the Pollacopas canal (to the lakes as in the direction of Ara-
bia" (ib.21.7).Firstly, Arrian ends Alexander's voyage <ar rhe lakes,, and has
Alexander sailing back from uthe marshes, to Babylon after the foundation of the
city;l4 there is no suggestion that Alexander has left Babylonia for the Arabian
Gulf. Funhermore, the setlemenr at Ikaros .was not a polis (see below on text 3)
p. 3 1).
In summary a military unit from any one of Alexander's Arabian expeditions
could have called at Ikaros and made the dedication, but there is no support in the
literary sources for dating the installation of a colony there to this time.
Two other occasions of Greek naval activity in the Arabian Gulf are known, of
which the most familiar is the expedition of Antiochus III against Arabian Gerrha
in 205 BC (Polybius 13.9.4-5). Antiochus' fleet had ro pass Failaka on its way to
Gerrha, and the king put in at Telos before sailing back to the head of the Gulf,
and thence to Seleucia (presumably Seleucia-Tigris, not Seleucia-Eulaeos, ar Su-
sa). The other episode is undated. Pliny relates that Numenius, a Seleucid satrap of
Mesene in southern Babylonia, won a double victory by land againsr Persian ca-
valry and at sea off the Arabian coast (in the Gulf of Ormuz) opposite Carmania
(NH 6.152).1s The date of this is uncerrain. The only clues are Pliny's naming of
the king appointing Numenius to his office as Antiochus, the existence of Mesene
as a separate satrapy, and its control by the Seleucids. The date of the creation of
Mesene - in Seleucid terminology, "the districts of the Red Sea, - as a sarrapy
separate from Babylonia is uncertai n; the terrninus dnte qwem is 222 BC (Polybius
5.46.7).16 The area remained Seleucid until the revolt of Hyspaosines in or after c.
140 8C.17 Numenius could in fact date to the reign of any Seleucid king named
13 E.Alnnrcsrsru, Kuml 1958, 182-183, 189.
14 The identiry and actual location, of this cicy are uncenain.
15 Reading, with DrrrrrseN, Die geographischen Bucher der Naturalis Historia des C. Pli-
nius Secundus (Berlin 1904),... Macae. Horum promunturium contra Carmaniam,; cf.
O. MonrHornr, Antiochus IV of Syria (Gyldendal 1966) 1.68-69, nn.9 and 14; G. Lr Rrorn,
Suse sous les S6leucides et les Parthes (Paris 1965) 303 n.4. On Mesene/Characene see in pi-
zzls S. A. NooBlnaN,,A preliminary history of Characene,, Beq.tus 13.2, 1,9 60, 83 - 121.16 Cf.Polybius,5.48.l3.Thisisthefirstreferencetothe.DistriosofRedSea,asasepararc
satrapy; see F{. BrNcrsoN, Die Strategie in der hellenistischen Zeit II (Munich 1944) 1,7 , l5l.
It is not safe to use OGIS 54 (reign of Prclemy III).2211. as a terminus post queru, since the
omission of this area from the propagandistic list of Ptolemy's (ephemeral and perhaps largely
apocryphal) conques$ (,as far as Bactria,) could be explained by the fact rhat it was nor .sub-
dued' rather than by the assumption that it did not yet exist as a separare sarrapy. The list is
anyhow not complete; cI.ll.23-24.
17 See LrRrorn, Suse 370 n.3.
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Antiochus (from Antiochusl, 280-261, to Antiochus rv, u5-r64) who had to
combat resistance from Persians. Antiochus I, for example, who personally orga-
nised the reinforcement of the Seleucid colony at Antioch-persis (perhaps Bushir,
or Taoke/Tawwaj near Bushir)18 seems to have faced at his accession unrest in
Persis, where at Pasargadae the destruction level in the Achaemenid citadel, dated
to c. 280 BC, has been associared with disturbances following the death of Seleu-
cus I in 281 BC.1e After Antiochus III - menrioned above - Antiochus IV,s interest
in the Gulf may be implied by his possible refoundation of Antioch charax near
the mouth of the Tigris.2o He is not orherwise known to have been active in the
Gulf, f Pliny's attribution to Antiochusrv of an Arabian expedition is correctly
explained as a confusion with the expedition of Antiochus III.21
The attested Greek expeditions in the Gulf, rherefore, comprise those of Alex-
ander's explorers and the military expeditions of Numenius the satrap and Anrio-
chus III. The dedication, however, is almost cenainly earlier than the period of
Antiochus III. It could derive from a military unit of either one of Alexander,s ex-
plorers or one of the early Seleucid kings (or their officers) whose colonising activ-
ities on the shores of the inner Arabian Gulf (e. g. at Antioch-persis, and, as the ex-
cavations have now shown, at Ikaros) make an early Seleucid date a valid option.
2. A garrison
The form of this dedication parallels that of a well-attested category of inscriptions
that comprises dedications by hellenistic garrisons and their troops (see above,
n.4). The Seleucid occupation of Ikaros is dated relatively early in the Seleucid pe-
18 OGIS 233 (c.205 BC).14ff. v.\7.TanN, The Greeks in Bactria and India2 (1952) 27a
n. 11 identified Antioch-Persis with Bushir, where no Seleucid period site has yet been ijenti-
fied. The city of Thoke was inland on the river Granis, and had a royal Achaemenid palace
nearby; Arrian, Indica 39.3. An Achaemenid palace excavared near the town of Borazjan,20
miles from Bushir, has been identified with the latter; cf. sar-ms, proc.Sem.Arab. Stujies 11,
1'981,69-70.In a paper delivered at the School of Oriental and African Studies of London
Universicy on TDecember 7982, entitled.Hellenistic Cities on the Iranian Plareau,, Dr.
A. D' H. Brvan offered as a suggestion the location of Antioch-Persis at Thoke. It would cer-
tainly be in line with Seleucid policy to install a colony at a former Achaemenid administrative
centre, such as Thoke. Thoke was on the main route from Bushir (and the Gulfl inland to Shi
raz and Persepolis (y' Salles, l.c.7O). Other possibilitie s would include a locatio, near perse-
polis, and Istakhr.
. le D.SrnoNac,, Pasargadae (oxford l97g) 155-156. commentators are normally splitbetween Antiochus rv and Antiochus III: see the lists of BrxcrsoN (o. c. n.16) 155 n. 1, Le Rl-
orn, Suse 303 n.5, and MonrHor-n (o. c. n. 15) 1,69 n.14.20 Plin.NH5.138-l3g,withthediscussionofMonrnorn,o.c. 16Tff.astotheidentityof
the founder (Antiochus quintus) ; see Lr Rroen, Suse 309-3 1 1 .21 NH6.l4T,.nuncacharacedicemusoramEpiphaniprimumexquisitam,,whereplinyis
wrong to makeAntiochus IVthe first. MoRKHoLM, o. c. 168-169,tries to save pliny,s crediiby
assuming that Plinywas onlywrong to make Epiphanes' expedition the first. It is also possible
to assume that he simply had the wrong king.
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riod (in the time of the progonoi of the Seleucid king of text 3). The earliest phase
of the settlement F 5 appears to be dated to around, or a little before, the middle of
the third century BC, on the basis of the archaeological finds.22 The first phase of
the newly discovered hellenistic sanctuary excavated by the French expedition un-
der Dr. J.-F. Sarles on the coast nearby (B 6) appears to be approximately contem-
porary.23 The most probable interpretation of this dedication, therefore, is perhaps
that it derives from a Seleucid garrison stationed on Ikaros in the first phase of Se-
leucid occupation.
This is the only direct reference for the presence of Seleucid roops on Ikaros.
For indirect evidence for such a presence at the end of the third century, see below,
the historical commentary on text 3 (pp.35-36).
2. Dedication by the inhabitants
A small rectangular altar, found in the campaign of 1959 in Temple A of the helle-
nistic settlement F 5. The original upper right hand corner is not preserved; origi-
nal edges are preserved at the top (on the top left hand side), at the upper left side
and the lower left side. H. (max): 0.26;Th.0.09; V. 0.20; letters 0.01-0.022. The
inscription is now in the Kuwait National Museum. Plate2.
First published by K.Jrrrrsru, Kuml (1960) 186 (fig.26), cf 187, L93; cf F.
Ar-.rHeru and R. SrrnHr, Klio 46 (1965) 274.The stone was re-examined by CR in
the Kuwait Museum, and the text revised by SSV from a squeeze made in Febru-
ary 1983 by counesy of the Kuwait Museum authorities.
rolrs s€orgl
oi 6('Irc{[pou]
i6p6ooy[to]
cov Btop[6v]
oacat
Tianslation:
To [the Gods] / those from Ika[ros] / dedicarcd / the altar.
Script
The letters are of uneven size, and not well cut. Notable letter shapes include small
omicronplaced high or midway in the line, as is characteristic of hands of the third
22 H. E. Ma.rnrrseN, Ikaros 1; The Terracotta Figurines (Copenhagen 1982) 73; L. HaN-
NEsrAD, Ikaros 2:1; The Hellenistic Pottery (Aarhus 1983) 75-79, esp. 78. For the coins see
O. Monrnoru, Kuml 1960, 199-207, where the earliest isolated coin find is a bronze from
Seleucia-Eulaeus (Susa) of Seleucus I, and Kuml 1979, 230-236.
23 Dr. J.-F. Saurs in a lecture on the new excavations on Failaka delivered to the Seminar
for Arabian Studies, in Cambridge, on 1 8 July 1984.
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century BC, especially the first hal{;24 and sigma with sloping top and bottom
strokes, not the horizontal strokes which had become common by the second cen-
tury BC. In general appearance, unpolished workmanship and specific letter
shapes the hand is not greatly different from that of the Seleucid inscription, rexr 3
(see further below). Both inscriptions are likely to be of approximately rhe same
period.
Epigrap h ic cornrnetutary
1.1 : TO 1... ed.pr As is clear from the photograph, both ll.1 and 4 are inset one let-
ter space. The symmetrical arrangement of the text suggests that the dedication
began with 1.1.
1.2. 6( "Iv[6ou? ed.pr. The vertical of the iota is clear on rhe squeeze. The following
letter is kappa, not nu; the verrical and side strokes of kappa are clearly visible on
the squeeze. taces of the following letter are visible too. There is no sign of the
horizontal bottom sroke of deltawhich rhe reading "Iv6ou requires; traces of the
crossbar of alpha can, however, be seen, giving the reading'Irca,[pou, the name of
the island. Any direct connection with veterans of the Indian campaign of Alexan-
der25 or of Antiochus 11126 vanishes from the text.
Historical commentd.ry
The designation adopted by the group from Ikaros which dedicated the altar is
relevant to the question of the status and character of the hellenistic settlement.
The oi 6r formula (with the expressions oi,6v and oi nepi) is used to describe com-
munities of Macedonian (or other) military colonists in hellenistic Asia Minor;27
for example oi 6rc Ao661E Mcr,rce66veE named in their dedication from Doidye in
Lydia for King Eumenes II of Pergamum (160 BC)28 and oi 6rc K[o]BI]"0]"ng
M[orce6o]v[eE named in a dedication from Kobelyle near ro Kastolos.2e The sig-
nificant difference at Ikaros is the absence of the ethnic Morce66veg and of any
other ethnic. This ommission is consistent with the designation oi 6v'koprp oircr1-
ru,t used by the Seleucid official Anaxarchos in his letter to rhe community (text 3
1.1); neither there, nor in Ikadion's letter (text 311.7 ff .) is there any indication rhat
the Seleucid officials are addressing a "military colony, Macedonian or other-
wise.
2a On small omicron seeVrr-rrs, RC pp. li-lii; L. Ronrnr, JA 1 958, 9 vrith n. +.2s So Jnnlnsrx, Kuml 1960, 1,87,793.26 G. CounN, The Seleucid Colonies (Historia Einzelschr. 30, 197S ) +1.
27 For a basic conspectus of evidence see Brcrrnnar, Instirurions des Se..::.:., Plris
1938) 80 n.2.
28 OGIS314;forthedateseeL.Roarnr,Villesd'Asie\lineure:,P:l:r. l;r- l-i-:- -
2e J.Krn and A.vou Pnr.ltrRs,rr,rru, Bericht iiber eine zl'eite Re:.e :- , . -: ... 1..-....chr.
Akad.Vien 54.2, 1911) 116 no.223 (163 BC); cf. L.Rosrnr, o. c. -ib
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Dedications <to the Gods" without further specification are common in the hel-
lenistic period,3oalthough the omission of the definite article seems more usual
than its inclusion.3l The formula used for the consecration of altars can be com-
pared with other inscribed hellenistic altars from the old Greek cities.32 The dedi-
cants' practice is similar to that of contemporaries in the cities of Greece and Asia
Minor. Several other small altars, one with traces of a Greek inscription, have been
discovered in the recent French excavations.33
3. Letters from Anaxarchos and Ikadion
A rectangular stele (H. 1.16, \tr. ayerage 0.615) of varying thickness (average 0.16)
with a socket below, intended for insertion in a supporting base. The stone is a
rough limestone, incorporating a considerable quantity of coraline particles; as a
result, the original surface was not completely smooth, and had occasional prorru-
sions and holes.
The inscription w.as found in 1959 by the Danish excavators, fallen facd down, 7
or 8 metres to the east of Temple A; the base on which it originally stood was
fornd in sitw, against the facade of the temple. The stone was broken, and al-
though k lay face down, much of the face had been worn away - apparently by
sand. The Danish excavators did an excellent job in restoring the fragments of the
stone, but alarge pan of the text is irretrievably lost. The inscription is now on dis-
play in the Kuwait National Museum. Plate 3.
The text was originally published by K.JrrnrsrN, Kuml (L960) 174-198 (here-
aker ed.pr.), whence SEG 20.411, with some suggested emendations (hereafter
SEG). k was apparently seen again, and was published with some revisions by
F.Arrustn and R. SrIBur, Klio 46 (1965) 273-81 (hereafter A-S); on this see the
comments of J. and L. RonnRt, Bull.Ep. 1967 .65L, incorporating further observa-
tions by K.JrrnrsrN. The rcxt here is based on examination of the stone on several
30 See, exempli gratia,Tituli Camirenses, ASAA NS 27-9,1949-1,951, nos. 9-1.2,1.3-21,
24,27-28,30-33,37-42; Dunnnacu, Choix d'inscriptions de D6los, nos. 38,59; MrcHrr,
Recueii no. 1228.
31 For use of the definite article see, exempli grati4IG XII (9).925 (Iil/fi BC; Chalcis);
J.Manceot, Recueil des signatures de sculpteurs grecs II (Paris 1957) no. 116 (Leuctra; also
IG VII.1831; base signed by Praxiteles? I).
12 Exempli gratia, R.Haxzoc, Koische Forschungen und Funde (Leipzig 1899), no.217;
Dunnnacu, Choix no. 135; Mrcur,l, Recueil no. 1228.
33 Dr. 1.-F. Sar.Lrs, Proc.Sem.Arab.Studies 74,1984,9, describes the altars, both of Greek
and non-Greek type, found side by side at the entrance to the cella, and dating to the second
(main) phase of the sanctuary. One of the former was inscribed in red paint with che names of
the deities to whom the altar belonged.
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occasions between 1976 ar,d 1979 by CR, and funher study of a squeeze and of
photographs by CR and SSV.
'Avo(op[1]q[E tolg e]y '!r5q[po)t] oiqtolg loipew'
tflE 6rq1[o].1E riv e.g. Syporyely nplv 'Irccr8iarv
0noyey[pd<popev 0p1v to ov]t[iy]po<pov.
<bg &v [? xa6Loacl ],oB1tel t[{v 6]motofiv
s dvoypdryofte ? 6v otr1Lr1t, ? to0t]qy 6'6r5$ete
6v tdrt iep@[r. ? Sp' 'Apt]eptoiou [r](. 6pproo$e.
oacat
'Irco6ialv'Avo(&plcrlt lo,ipetv' one66et
6 Boot).e0E nept'Ircd,pou tfiE vflo'ou
6rd to rai, to0g npoy6y9u6 o0to0 ? ri[y]pq[t]E
to i,epdrocrt rcoi td t[E (X)roleipoE iepdv e[r]tpo],6[o]-
Sot petoyoyeiv. r[o]i Eyporyov toi6 6ni tdv
npoypdtrov tcl[oo] gp6vorE prroyoyrr-v.
BKsivor 66, eit[e 6fi 6]d td p{ drrotflo'cr,t
o,0to1E ettfe 6ur t]1y' qt[]"],qvl yo0v oitlov,
ts [o]r) petlyoyg[v]. flplv 6d yp&ry[o]vtoE too
poo'il.errrg [? orou6qr] pet[q]yoyopev rci
rcoteo'tfgcr,plev ......]X cry6vo yD-
pvtrcdv rccr,i ? p[ouorr<6v, Bo]u]"opevor 6(rx,yo-
[y]e[t]v roto tfqv toO Boo]fi6rrrE aipeow roi
20 rov npofyovrov] o0to0. roi mpi tdlv 6v tflt
v{oor rot[ot]r5[o6vtrrl]y ver,lrc6prDv te rcoci r(i)v
&1.1.r,rv AYAI . lAXt. .lllEIII[. . .]oY xcotflpos
IAI-OY[.. .]lllt.lEoYrl lI t{E vt'1oou ouv-
orrcto$flvo[.]t tl[.. .]At. .llOX to0tou pt rpos-
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ri).). 6rXy t lllt..lIt..lllANA[..]Ax. enrpe].dq t.lll
o6v og1 y6[votto ivo t]eiv t[e] 8rrccltrov t[u]ylovroot
&vSprrrnofr ? pq6'0no] p[q6]eyS[e] o8rrc[ei]vtor pq8d
p91[&]yrrly[tat. rcoi 6d]y ove6 toftorv Bo6]"rrlvtot
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:s [? 6orovnep] q[iE tt]y vfloov e(dyouot'eig 6d
[? t6rouE to0E rot' 'Ap]opiov pr1 dtitpem pq-
[6evt ? oitov 6(oyetv pq6'] &]"Lo pr1$6v. ei
[6d... 13115 ... t]eiv 6lfgl].ovtorv
1...12/14... ? -rlor),i,or, lvo pr1 oupBflt
+o [? o0toiE eig dppcrlo]flog 6prtntew
1... 4/6 ... o0vtc,(ovl o$v tilv dnrotol.{v
[? to0t1v dvoyp]{yovtoE dv t6r iep6t
[? cr,vcrSeIvor. oac.f $p' ['Ap]teproiou r(. 6ppooo.
Tianslation:
Anaxarchos [to the] inhabitants of Ikaros. Greetings. / Of the letter fwhich] Ikadi-
on fwrote] to us ,/ we have written a copy ffor you] below. / As [soon as you re-
ceive thel letter, / (5) inscribe [it on a stele and] place fthis] /in the temple. [(Year)
1 091 Artemis ion l2l7 . Farewell.
Ikadion to Anaxarchos. Greetings. / The king is concerned about the island of
Ikaros / because his progonoi also consecrated land / (10) and decided to move rhe
temple of the Saviour Goddess. / And they wrote to the officials in charge of / ad-
ministration (instructing them) to move it. / But they, either, fperhaps] because
they were prevented ,/ or indeed for some [other] reason / (15) did nor move ir.
But we, when the king wrote to us, / moved fit ? promptly), and / we established
[.. .] "n agon, both / sporting and [cultural,] wishing to carry out / the policy ofthe king / (20) and of his progonol. As to the people / settled in rhe island - both
the neokoroi and / the others [. . . .]? around [. . .] of the Saviour God, / ? and those
[.. . ? when] the island [? was .. .] / they were included in the settlement [. .. ?] they
should not / (25) encroach on this [...] in anyway / but are to leave alone [...]. So
let it be your concern / fto ensure that] men obtain their rights / and are not
wronged [by anyone] / or moved. [And if] some of these wish / (30) to [? acquire
property] on the island, designate land / lwhich,] when they have cultivated and
planted (it) / lthey will own] as a hereditary possession. Let / [them also have]
freedom from taxation just as the progonoi / [of the king] granted ? them / (35)
ffor whatever (goods)] they export to the island; but / [? to the region of Ar]abia
do not allow / [? anyone to export corn or] anything else. If / l..."f1what is due /
[...]? sales, in order that / (40) they should not fall [? into ill-health... Order]
(them) therefore / to inscribe fthis] letter and [to set it up] in the temple / (Year)
109, Artemision 17. Farewell.
Script
The condition of the stone creates considerable difficulties in reading what re-
mains; and these are aggrayated by the nature of the script itself, which is remark-
ably irregular. The margin at. rhe left side is fairly straight, at aL aver^ge width of
0.04; but on the right some lines extend to the very edge of [he stone, while others
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stop several letter-spaces short of it. The letters vary in height from about 0.015
down to an ornicron of O.OOz; but they vary more strikingly in widrh, so that it is
often very difficult to assess how many letters should be restored in a given space.
The number of letters in each line, therefore, varies considerably, around an aver-
age of 30-32. Of those few lines which are complete, or whose restorarion is be-
yond doubt, 1.8 has 27 letters;L15,29letters; 11.7 and 12,30;1.20,31; ll.9 and
19,32;1.11, 33; the restoration of 1. 1, which seems almost cerrain, gives a line of
36 letters. Some of these irregularities result from the cutter's wish to break the text
at an appropriate point (thus he fitted Anaxarchos' opening phrase into 1.1); but
there are also considerable variations in the spaces between rhe lerters, often be-
cause of the irregularities in the surface of the stone. The letters are fairly deeply
cut, with a narrow, curved trench; there is a tendency for vertical lines to bifurcate at
the top. In spite of the use of lightly incised guide-lines, traces of which are visible,
lines tend to slope downwards (sometimes quite sharply) at the right hand side.
As a result of these tendencies, this inscription looks crude by comparison with
other examples of third and early second century Seleucid edicts and letters, such
as, for example, Antiochus I's letter to Erythrae (RC 1 5; OGIS 223) or Antiochus
III's edict from Nehavend (ancient Laodicea in Media: L.Rosenr, Hellenica 7
ll949l 5ff., pl. 1-a). Part of rhe reason, as has been suggested, musr have been the
state of the original surface of the stone, which will have been extremely difficult
to work; another factor rnay be that there was no experienced mason available to
inscribe the text for the inhabitants of Ikaros. But more important than this is the
lapidary style used for the inscription (see below).
The shapes of many letters vary capriciously. Thts, epsilon occurs wirh both a
short middle bar and with one equal in length to the top and bottom horizontals;
additionally the three bars often slope instead of being parallel. Kappa has both
shon and long side strokes which do not always inrersect ar the same point on the
vertical. Signta occlrs mosrly with sloping upper and lower strokes, but also with
the lower stroke horizontal. Rho, which is tall, is found with a small and alarge
"eye". The shape of cbivaries too, sometimes a small letter positioned high up in
the line, sometimes the size of other letters. Several letters have a consistent shape,
if not size and orientati on. Alpha has a straight, not .broken,,, cross-bar. Delta, re-
markably, is supported on an upright, passirn. Mw is always wide, with sloping -
not vertical - side-strokes, but varies in height. Nu, often sloping, regularly has a
nshallow" (or "early") form, in which the right hasta rises above the left verrical,
and is never sunk to the base line. Omega and omicronare regularly small and posi-
tioned high in the line. Several letters have several quite different [orms.. theta,
which is larger than ornicron, occurs with a dot in the centre and with a cross-bar,
both vertical (1.5) and horizontal. The form of pivaries: it occurs both as a tall let-
rcr with a long horizontal and short right hasta (sometimes curved) and also, espe-
cially towards the end of the text (ll.36ff.) as a small letter with right hasta of al-
most the same length as the left vertical.
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The particular forms of several of these letters are consonant with a date in the
third century BC, from between approximately the first quarter to before the last
quarter of the century being well paralleled now in the Seleucid empire by, ,.g.,
the Greek versions of edicts of Asoka from Kandahar,3a the Seleucid milestone
from Pasargadae,3s the manumission from Hyrcania of the reign of Antiochus I,36
and the recently discovered Greek inscription from the British excavations at Old
Kandahar.sT Small onticron and omega.suspended, in the line, and shallow ntl, are
among the characteristic features of the scripts of these texts; they are earlier forms
than the large omicrons and omegas, and the deep nws of the later third and second
centuries (see \7nrrns, RC, li-liii).
Several letters of this text, however, do show later forms than occur in this sam-
ple of inscriptions : for example, tbeta with cross-bar, and the form of pi in which
the second hasta is nearly as long as the first. Both forms develop in the second half
of the third century (cf. \7nrr-rs, RC li). Among their earliest dated attestations are
their occurrence in the copy of the edict of Antiochus III concerning the dynastic
cult of Laodike found near Carian Eriza, of 193 BC,38 and the Seleucid dossier on
the holdings of the strategos Ptolemy from Tell el-Firr near Beth-Shean (Scythopo-
lis), inscribed in 195 BC.3e These forms, therefore, suggest a date later rather than
earlier in the third century.
It is normal in hellenistic Greek epigraphy to differentiate between the .monu-
mental, and *cursive, (or .documentary") styles, which co-existed.ao The lamer
was influenced by the style used for writing on papyri and comparable material. It
seems clear that text 3 is not cut in the <<monumental" style. In so far as it is possible
to detect the signs of a panicular lapidary style the influence in text 3 comes from
the udocumentary>> - or .cursiverr. The "cursive" style was also used for the in-
scription of the two important sets of Seleucid documents from the very early sec-
ond century cited above: the copy of the edict of Antiochus III (with hypomnema)
fromF-riza, and the dossier of correspondence between Antiochus III, Seleucid of-
3a L.Ronrnr, JA 1958,7-18 (plate4); D.ScaruuBERGER, CRAI 1964, 126-140 (pl*e
facing 140) with the commentary of L. RosBnr at 134-140.
35 D.M.Lrwrs, The Seleucid Inscription, in D.SrnoNacu, (o.c.n. 19) 160-151 (plates
135-136).
16 L. RorEnr, Hellenica 1 1- 12 (Paris 1960) I 5-9 I (plate 5).
37 P. M. Fnasrn, Afghan Studies 2,1979,9-21 (plates 20-21).
38 M. HoLLEaux, BCH 54,7930,245-62, esp.246-49 (plates XII-XIII). Horreaux aptly
compared the cursive characteristics of the inscription from Tenos, IG XII 5, 872 (O. KrnN,
Inscr. Graecae, 1913, pl. 35), dating from the second half of the third century, or early second
century; cf. Holleaux, o. c. 247 n.6.
3e Editio princepsrY. H. Landau, IEJ 16, 1966,54-70 (plateT), with description (and a ta-
ble) of the letter forms at 55-56; the text has been re-edited by Tn. Frscnt.x, ZPE 33, 7977 ,
131-138; see also, for bibliography, Tavron, o. c. below (n.46).
ao Cf. L.RosEnr, o.c. n.34,8-9.
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ficials, and Ptolemy the strategos from Tell el-Firr.a1 M. Holleaux began his de-
scription of the lettering of the former as follows: .L'6criture, comme le fait voir
cette image, est neglig6e, irr6gulidre, et si in6galement espac6e, que le nombre des
lettres varie ) la ligne de 27 d 39. Elle ne flatte gudre I'oeil. Mais elle a le grand int6r-
6t de rappeler par son tac€. rapide er syst6matiquement simplifi6, qui exclut toute
ornementation (l'absence compldte d'apices est notable), l'6criture des papyrus
grecs,,.42 This apt description could easily be transferred rc the Ikaros inscription,
text 3, so similar are the remarkable features of the two hands. The absence of
apices - as in text 3 - is in fact characteristic of this lapidary style. The influence of
the .cursive, sryle on our text can also be seen in the tendency of the second verti-
cal of eta and (sometimes) of pl to curve) and the distinctive shallour {orm of nw
(mentioned above) all characteristics of theEriza and the Tell el-Firr inscriptions.
Although omicron and omega develop in size over time, and the side-strokes of mw
become parallel in .monumenal>) texts (\7nurs, RC li-lii), the particular forms
that these letters have in text 3 are found in inscriptions of the second century cut
in .cursive" style; they are thus well paralleled e.g. in the text fromEriza, and in
Seleucid manumissions from Seleucia-Eulaeus (Susa).43
To summarise: the lettering of text 3 is consonant with a date in the latter pan of
the third or the early second century BC. It is fully compatible with the date result-
ing from rhe proposed reading (1. a3) of the Seleucid era date t09 (204 BC, month
of Artemision). As to the quality of the script, any surprise at the unlovely appear-
ance of this Seleucid document may be partly accounted for by the character of the
stone, which made inscribing it hard. The most important factor, however, is per-
haps the style: not the beautiful monumental lettering in which the Greek version
of Asoka's bilingual edict, or the copy of the edict of Antiochus III at Nehavend,
were decoratively inscribed, but the less attractive ..documentary" style in which
individual letter shapes often varied considerably, as the Seleucid inscriptions from
near Eriza and from Tell el-Firr well show. In this respect the Seleucid inscription
from Ikaros is not an isolated phenomenon, nor necessarily "provincial"; it be-
longs to the gradually growing group of Seleucid documents from far-flung cor-
ners of the empire which attest the homogeneity of the different lapidary styles in
the colonial Greek world of the hellenistic period.aa
a1 See nn.38-39. The lettering of the monolingual Greek text from Old Kandahar (CRAI
1,964,126-40;n.34above),whichcontainedmuchof the l2thandthebeginningof the 13th
edict ofAsoka, was influenced by,papyrus, hands; see the remarks ofL. Ronenr, CRAI 1964,
135, with the photo facing 140. Pl is small, with left and right hasta of equallength; thetais
dotted throughout a2 o,c,n.38,246
a3 Cf.CuuoNr,CRAI 1931,279*285no. 1(withfacsimile),whenceSEG7.17 (183BC);
and torrt, M6m. de la Mission arch. de Perse 20, 1928,81-84 (pl.W.3), whence SEG 7.2
(177 / 6 BC). S. M. SnrnwrN-Vnrrr. is grateful to Dr. B. LercrNan, Conservateur of inscripti-
ons in the Department of Oriental Antiquities, for facilitating access to the hellenistic Greek
inscriptions from Susa in the Louvre museum.
aa Cf. L.Rorrnr,JA 1958, l7-l2,andCRAI 1964, 135-136.
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Epigraphic corumentary
l. 1 : 'Avcr(crp[X]ofg: the O was only read, very renrarively, by us. 6]y'lyctlpav ed.pr.
gives IL{., where we read, cautiously, III4: the spacing of the uprights would per-
mit the restoration, on which we agree. The result is an opening phrase of the stan-
dard form. For contemporary use of the term oiketai collectiveln to describe rhe
(free) inhabitants of Magnesia-Sipylus (Greek and non-Greek) as disdnct from the
Seleucid military hatoikoi, see OGIS 229.35,47 and 48 (Seleucus iI); for the impli-
cations for the situation on lkaros, see historical commenrary.
i. 3 : crv]t[iy]po<pov: PA<DON ed.pr.; we read a preceding upright which could be T.
For the resultant phrase compare e.g. an official letter of c.275: Bntoto).rx,E ...
6v tuvtiypnecr r)plv tnoyeyporpopev (OGIS 221;RC 13,3-4), which suggests
this restoration: but a passive construction - unoy6ypontq,r - is equally likely. For
the passive, see the structure of the covering letters accompanying the instrucrions
for the worship of Laodice, of tg3 (L.Ronenr, Hell. VII, 5-29; CRAI 11967),
281-96).
1. 4: <bg riv suggests a remporal clause, and plausibly that suggeste dby ed.pr., ag i\v
Iraytota ),oBqte; for the construcrion, citing a close parallel from a rhird century
papyrus, P.Cair.Zen.24l.7, see LSJ s.v. cilg, A.d.
6]nroto)"fv: the stone has a delta in piace of lambda.
1.5: crvcrypcrryo[te ou1l1v ed.pr.; avuypocyofte eorl]"1r SEG. The most common
formula, eiE orf)"1v, is too long for the available space; we prefer 6v otftr1r.
At the end of the line, ed.pr. reports ..]Aff [.]AEITETE, and resrores q.n[o]]"ei.-
nete, which is not otherwise attested in such a context. There is a break in the
stone before ETE; the letrer wrirten across the break appears to us to be a large
theta, with a vertical as well as a horizontal bar. The preceding letter is certainly K,
and we agree that the letter before that is E, giving brcSete. \7hile the most com-
mon term used for the "setting up" of inscribed documents is ovo,seivor, 6r.9elvot
is also sometimes used in this sense; thus in a Coan law of c. 200 BC:td rlro<ptopcr
t66e crvcrypnvolvreg eig Letrcropcr,6rctrS6vtco nd.oav opepav (Syll.r 1023.65; simi-
larly 921 .120, fourth century Attica; 339 .3, early third century Rhodes ; etc.). The
letter before this word is triangular, and there are traces of the lower edge o{ a del-
14 although alpha or lambda cannot be complercly ruled out. The simplest inrer-
pretation seems ro be that this is 6', either as a connective parricle or as the final
element of a demonstrative pronoun (tr1v6e). The triangular letter is preceded by
two uprights, which could be interpreted as an N; before those a trace can be seen,
which may well be the second vertical) with a characteristic curve, of an eta, giving
HN. \7e would suggest reading tfv6'or roSrlv 6', as referring back to the stele:
ninscribe the letter on a stele, and set this up"; the consrruction is not srandard, but
might well have been influenced by the terms in which Ikadion gave his instruc-
tions about the display of his letter: inll.41-2 the spacing suggests to us rhe resror-
ation trlv drtotol"lv [toritqv ovoyp]orycrvtcrE rT ]".
1.6. The year date must be supplied from 1.43. Since the month is the same as rhat
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of Ikadion's lemer dated 17 Artemision, the dare here musr be ten days later, l2f7
Artemision (so ed.pr.).
Lines 1-6 therefore present a standard covering letter from Anaxarchus to the
inhabimnts of Ikaros, forwarding Ikadion's letter, with instructions for its display.
The scribe left a gap between this and the text of Ikadion's letter.
l.Z: Compare Antiochusll: oi rlp6tepot np6yofvot] 6oneu6ov del note nepi
cr0tflE:OGIS 223 (RC 15) 1.23;Erythrae.
1.9. tpoy6voug may mean no more than *father, (see the conspectus of evidence
assembled by \7rllrs, RC pp. 8l-2); or it may be a stereotyped term for the .an-
cestors> of the Seleucid dynasty, perhaps including both the Achaemenids and the
Argeads (see Rosrowzrrr', .Progonoi", JHS 55,1935,56-66. See historical com-
mentary p.39.
At the end of this line the stone is unbroken, but the surface has been rubbed
away, leaving only faint traces of the word which stood there. The first letter is ei-
ther a rather splayed triangular letter, or the first part of a mu. The traces in the
next space may not be significant - there is perhaps the mark of an upright. The
next space seems definitely to contain an upright, perhaps with the bowl of a rbo.
The followingtrace, if significant, could be of an omicron There is a funher space,
with apparently insignificant traces, and then a final sigma. Ed.pr. reporrs similar
traces, including the final sigma (ahhough SEG prints nu), without amempring a
restoration; after a subsequent revision of the stone JerrrsrN proposed to read
&oul.ov (see Bull. Ep. 1967.651). A-S proposed [B<opor1]E.
In our view, the word which can be accomodated to most - although perhaps
still not all - the traces visible on the srone is S[y]pS[S]E, "fields", and so *land,.
Compare the consecration (or re-dedication?), of dypot at Xanthos by Antio-
chus III's viceroy, Zeuxis (OGIS 235 of c. 203, with the restorarion and commen-
tary of J. and L. Ronrnr, Fouilles d'Amyzon I fParis 1983193-96 no. 1). The sense
then is that the king's progonol consecrated a site in preparation for the installation
of the hieron Compare the expression yd,v iepOoot (Syll.3 1,45.1,5, Delphic Am-
phictyony in 380/79 BC) and the hellenistic use of the cognate rcr,Swp6crr for the
consecration of a polis and chora in esablishin g the asylia of a place (thus Syl1.3
590.8-9, from Miletus,larcthird/early second century BC; P. HnnnuaNN, Anado-
Lu9,1.964,29-159 at34,11.15-16 fAntiochusIIIatTeos] and37,ll.29-30) andfor
the dedication of land - cbora - for a sanctuary: H.Var-ol.eNN, Die Kommage-
nischen Kultreformen unter Kdnig Mithradates I Kallinikos und seinem Sohne
Antiochos I, Leiden 1973,87 l. 165 and 103 1.94 (Antiochus I of Commagene).
l. 10. The stone has THTOTEIPAL. Ed. pr. does not report the second T, but we
see traces.
6[n]tBcr],6[o]/$ot: we have been unable to see the sigma reported in ed. pr.
l. 1 1. For the use of peroyetv compare Syll.3 587.6: t6v te vodv tflg 'A$r1vfiE 6pyo-
l,oBfoog psro,yoye1v roi. oirco8opfloor ... rcx,i, tov prrlpop petoyoy<irv rcote-
oKt6s,otv, a reference to moving the temple of Athena inside the walls of Pepare-
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thus when the city was being rebuilr rn c. 196. Compare, more generalln Syll.3
588.51 (syntbekai of Miletus and Magnesia, of c. 195). For the reperitive use of
rccrl - the so-called .rcoi style, - see rhe remarks of L. RonBnr, JA 1958, 12.
l.11-12. Compare AntiochusIII, writing to Magnesia rn c.205 yeypdqopev bd
rco,i toIE 6ri t6rv npo,ypdtrov tetoyp6vorE, RC 31 (OGIS 233) 25-26. The impli-
cation of the nexr senrences is that these were Ikadion's predecessors in office; see
hismrical commentary p. 29.
l. 1 3. After EIT there is a break in rhe srone, with room for about fo',r letters. Ed.pr.
restores eit' [o6v 6]td,; but there seems no need for the connective force of o6v,
and we prefer the slight sense of irony conveyed by sr1. This first explanation is
perhaps that advanced by the officials.
l. 14. There is, again, a break after EIJ, and a worn area further on. Between the
two, ed.pr. reports HNA, followed by traces of a possible further H, with rhe con-
sequent restoration ei1[e 6t'] r1v6n[no]toOv. To us, the rraces in the central space
appear to be !1..{A, followed by a 3-4 letter space in which nothing definite can be
determined. The next letrer seems to us more Llke a gamma than a tau.Ve there-
fore restore elt[e 6ul r]ty'Cil]"],nvl yoDv cr,iriov. Ioov, with the force of .bringing
forward a reason which, while not absolutely conclusive, is the most probable ex-
planation of a previous sratemenr> (Srvrrru, Greek Grammar, L956, para. 2830)
provides just the right tone.
1. 15. The emphatic position of r1p,Iv, at the beginning of the senrence, suggesrs rhar
Ikadion is concerned [o srress the contrast between his conduct and that of his
predecessor(s): "But, when the king wrote to us ...>>.
l. 16. After the final sigma of Boo't1,6rrlE, ed.pn reports sigrna, andresrores o[nou6qt.
\7e are not convinced that we can see the sigrna, but we find the restorarion con-
vincing.
l. 17. Before d,ydlvcr, ed.pr. repons FX, whence SEG suggest 6novcryrc]eg. \7e can
only determine the sigma with difficulty, and nothing certain before it.
l. 18. After rcc,i, there are rraces of one more lefter, followed by an area in which
nothing can be read. Ed.pr. interprets the rraces as epsilon, and resrores: (i)g[petq
6ote]il,opev i. Ve read the surviving rraces as mw, and have resrored p[ouorrdv,
as a very likely description of the contest which Ikadion established. For the classes
of agon set our in this order, compare Syll.3 390.21 (c. 280 BC) ; for the wider is-
sues, see historical commentary p.38.
After the gap, ed.pr. reporrs IMMENI; we see Y. AO, then traces of M, EN, and,
less certainly, Qf. Before J the letter cannot be read, but the traces in the preced-
ing space would accommodate B; we therefore resrore Bo]u1,o;revg1. i5"-
yo[y]e[r]v: for the sense of .administep see VrrLes, RC p.333.
ll.19-20. For oipeoq, a standard term in hellenistic documents for npolicy,, see
\7r'r-tes, RC p. 3 10; for the thought here compare e. g. Antiochus I: toOto notdrv
[... arcofuouSrloer tflr t]eiv rpoy6varv oip6oet (OGIS 222.19-20).
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ments) of setting out the circumstances which give rise to the instructions which
are to follow (see \(rrres, RC p.xliv). The remainder of the letter is concerned
with regulating the status and rights of the inhabitants of the island. \7e considered
the possibility of punctuating after p[ouotr6v, in l. 18, and assuming a new sen-
tence, with the sense "\Tishing to carry our rhe policy of the king and his ancestors
also about the inhabitanrs, etc., we did so and sorr. Bur this produces a rather cum-
bersome sentence, and one with apparently no connective. Ve prefer to take the
phrase Bo]r.l|gpevgl ... o0to0 with the preceding senrence, as reinforcing the con-
trast, which Ikadion seems eager to point out, berween the lax behaviour of his
predecessor(s) and his own ready compliance with royal policy.
11.20-26. These lines present the most intractable problems of this difficult text. As
has been said, we consider that a new sentence begins in 1.20, with rcc,i, nepi, tdrv,
introducing the section of the letter (11.20-41) concerned with the inhabitants. The
next recognisable opening of a senrence is 6ntpe)"dE o6v, at the end ol 1.26.
Between these two points, it is not clear whether there are one or two sentences, nor
where we should look for the main verb(s). These might be the first of the com-
mands which are to make up the second part of the textl one possibility is that the
infinitives inll.23-25 should be taken as imperatives. But the use of o6v, inl.27,
with the first recognisable command perhaps suggests that the commands begin at
that point. If this is right, then inl1.20-26 we should be looking for a description of
the current situation; the verb(s) might be in rhe third person, describing the in-
structions of the king(s); in the first person plural, describing action by Ikadion; or
in an impersonal construction.
1.22. After &l"}"tov, it is possible to see traces of a circular letter; then, fairly clearly,
an wpsilon; and then an angle which might be either the upper angle of a sigma or
the corner of a deba. Ed.pr. reports QYr, proposing $r2o[ioE . . ., developed by SEG
as $r2o[ioE nowTv] 6d [Brrlp]o0 XoT ffpoE. \7e find the reference to sacrifices rather
difficult to incorporate, and consider the circular lemer more likely to be omicron.
This might give g$g, introducing a relative clause describing the *others, of the
preceding clause; that is an attractiye consrucrion, but it requires us to locate
within the available spaces, both a main verb and a verb within the relative clause,
governing gi5E. Alternatively, we can take the description of the island residents as
ending with &l.l,rov, and assume that the main clause begins here, with q$ I[..., or
e00't.. .
After the debakigmawe see 2 or 3 spaces, followed by a circular letter, and then
what seems fairly clearly to be a chi; this was nor seen previously. It is followed by
space for 2-3letters, the last one consisting, or ending, in a vertical (so ed.pr.).Ve
have not found these traces easy to interpret. If this is a relative clause, we cannot
supply a description (such as rcd,to1ot, which we considered) since it is not in the
accusative plural, to agree with g$E. It would be convenient to assume a negarive,
followed by the main verb; but we have been unable to find a likely term which fits
the traces.
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In the last part of the sentence, 6nt, which is fairly clear, is followed by a hole in
the stone, where 2 or perhaps 3, letters might have stood; this is followed by OY
Xotqpog. 'Eni is most easily taken as an indication of location, to be followed by
the name of a place - Brrlp]oo (as suggested by SEG), vo]o0, iep]oO, or another ap-
propriate term; but it seems surprising that the Soter, mentioned for the first time
here, appears without a definite article (in contrast, for example, with the Soteira,
in l. 10). This might be explained if the preceding word was Se]oD: compare, for
example, the reference to the god at Baetocaece in a letter originally probably of
the late second or early first century: tflE dvepye[oE Seoo ArdE BotroroircrlE, RC
70 (OGIS 262).4. For discussion of the date see K.J.Rrcsnv, TAPA 110 (1980)
233-61 at 248-54.
1.23. Of the first letter only an upright can be seen, of the fourth only an upper
horizontal. It is probably safest to restore r5oi 1o6[9 (ed. pr.), rcui to6[touE or rccli
ToD[xo. A*S proposed 1oD[q 6ret dvSprbn]ouE [6rc] tflE vfloou, but this cannot be
fitted with the surviving traces.
The rest of this line seems most probably to have been occupied by a genitive ab-
solute construction describing the island, qualified by a participle - perhaps just
oiiotlg, with an epithet such as iepoE (as suggested by SEG, tor)fE o$rc6s' iepeg]
o0o[n]E). Other possibilities might be 6pr1pr1E, or orboE; compare Seleucusl to
Miletus: t{g n6}.errrE 6ropevo6olE ocboE, RC 5 (OGIS 214).11,288/7 BC.
1.24. ow/owto.9flyq[.]1. Ed.pr. reported ouv,/orrroSfl[v]q[r ..., which led SEG to
suggest toU[6 o016S' iepoE] oUofq]g xftE vlloou ouv/otrcroSf[v"]S[E td tepdv 6v-
t]og; A-S restore ouvotrro$![v]o[t ctprpi td t6pev]oE ro$roD. \7e consider that
the surviving traces of the letters, and the spacing, make the infinitive certain. After
the alpba there is a space which could accommodate one letter, and then an up-
right, almost certainly an iota, previously unread. It is probably easiest to take the
space as a fault in the surface, and the iota as the final letter of the verb.
For the use of the noun synoikism.os, and the verb ouvorrtoSqvor to denorc the
repeopling and reconstruction of a place - not political unification - see J. and
L. Rorenr, Amyzon I no. I 5, 15-16 (Amyzon, 201 BC) and 189 (decree of Xan-
thos, referring to the restoration of the rights of Kytinion in Doris; 209-208 BC,
cf . ib. 162 i.3l)
After this we see a definite sigma, which was not reported previously, followed
by a probable upright. This is another possible location for a main verb, and an ob-
vious choice would be or2[v6t]q[(e or ou[vet]d[(clpev. If, however, we could lo-
cate a yerb in 1.22, or if we take these infinitives as imperatives, we could end the
phrase concerned with the original inhabiants after ouvorrctoSqvor. The words
which follow could then belong to a new sentence, inll.24-26, concerned with or-
ders given to newer inhabitants, or soldiers, not to encroach on the rights of resi-
dents (see historical commentary, p.35). This would give good sense. But it re-
mains very difficult, firstly, to make good sense of OX after the lacuna; and,
secondly, to determine the sense of toftou, which apparently describes what this
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group must not encroach upon. There is no obvious term in the previous lines to
which it can refer - unless perhaps XrotflpoE; it may perhaps require us ro resrore a
noun, immediately preceding it, with a genitive ending in OX.
At the end of the line ed.pr. reads npolnopefeo.sor; we think that we can see a
faint trace of the sigma of rpoo/nopefeoSot, which gives bemer sense. For this
verb, in the sense of .encroach>), compare a letter of Seleucus II, in about 24O,to
Labraunda: pt1 6nitpene toTE Mulcr,[o]e0otv rccrto pqS6vcr, tp6rov rpoonopefeo-
Scrr t6v 6rtBo),fi.ovrrov tdx iep]or (Labraunda I, 7 -9) ; cf. pr1 6nttp67rT rrpoo.Trop-
efeo.Sut r6v pf rco$qrc6w<rlv or)tdlr (P. Enteux. 69.7 , third century BC, cited by
Crampa on the Labraunda text); see \[errns, RC pp. 359-60.
l. 25. After npooropeOeo$aq ed.pr. reporrs no further traces unril N tponror. SEG
proposed p16d rcorcoupyel]v; A-S suggesr tdtv rcel"euop6vrrl]v. Ve derccr more
traces of letters, but are unable to determine more words.
1.26. Ed.pr. reads d.l").' eivqr [toI]E [m]p[r ... 6/7 . . .]Ar; SEG proposes nelp[i tog
Suot]og. Ve find the surviving traces at the beginning of the line more comparible
with o),L' 6rfVt.]llt .., which also seems ro us to fir berter with what we conceive ro
be the sense of this passage: someone - presumably new settlers or soldiers - is to
avoid encroaching on somerhing, and is to leave it or them alone (see historical
commentary, p.35). For 6av in this sense, cf. J. and L.RorERT, Amyzon no. 13.5
(end of a royal letter, most probably of Antiochus III).
Ve have been unable to determine any more words in this phrase; but it seems
best to punctuate before 6ntpe),6g, and take that as rhe first word of a sentence of
command addressed to Anaxarchos, in a very standard formula: 6ntpe)"6E oo1 yw-
6osor/y6vorto / Eo:"uo ivu/ lxagand the subjunctive.
11.26-27. After 6ntpe)"tE, ed.pr. reported IN/OYNII..., and no more, resroring
1v'o6v X[... Since o6v must be the second word in the senrence, this required 6nr-
pe),6E to be the last word in the preceding phrase. After o6v, SEG proposed
o[DvolK6)ot <pil"rrcdlE; A-S: o[Uv tfl tdtv,9edlv s0votg. After 6ntpe],6E we see a
space with no letter visible, followed by two very faint uprights. \7e are inclined to
believe that these are not traces of any letter; we can therefore read 6mpeL6g o6v
og1, followe d by a horizontal and then a clear veftical - possibly y6[votto or
ye[v6oSro.
I.27.In the second pan of the line ed.pr reports...ITONTEAIK.d.IAN; we are less
sure that we can see all these letrers, but agree on the restoration. This kind of gen-
eral instruction that men should receive their rights is not unusual in documents of
the classical and hellenistic periods. For a hellenistic example, compare aletter/ or-
der of Ptolemy VI, of 163 : 6n(tr1)trl6e[to]v 0neld,Bopev eivor 6tog1e0"cr,o.$q[r] 0p-
iv npovoelo.$or 6a<rlE td,8frccr,ro ylvqtor tolg dv$prbno6: M.T.LeNcrn, Corpus
des Ordonnances des Ptol6m6es no.35 (UPZ 111).5ff.
1.28. Before d,6trc6vtot ed.pr. reporr.s IENO[.], and suggests ...]pevo[t]; SEGpro-
posed ei tweE] (6vot; A-S, ei ouvrprro]p6vot. The spacing after omicronsuggests a
letter broader than iota; we therefore prefer to restore sigma, and ro assume a
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phrase such as pI6' 0q'] 6vd[E] or - making better use of the available space - p16'
0no pr16]ev6[g]. For such a formulation, which is quite common, compare e. g. the
letter of Ziaelas to the Coans of c.240:7r&oov onoD8llv lrorrlosor iv[o] pr16'0<p'
evdE cr6tr6vtot, RC 25 (Syll.3 456).43-44; cf. also Syl1.3 346.55.
11.28-29. The very generai requirement that men should not be unjustly treated is
coupled with the specific admonition, that they should not be moved - petdyrov-
rsr, the verb already used of moving the shrine of the Soteira in 11. 11, 12,15 and
16; see historical commentary p.35.
l.29.Before ttvrE we read ll (with ed.pr.), preceded by some traces which we can-
not resolve. It is clearly necessary to start a new sentence here; A-S proposed rc,i
ei] tweE, but we prefer roi 6o]v.
l. 30. At the beginning of the line ed.pr. reports EE, followed by alacuna of some 8
or 9 letters, and then nu, before EN, and proposes B(foorce1v tfi]v 6v t1r v{oro[t]
Xopov. After EF we see a definite upright; thereafter the surface is very rough,
but, after a space of 5 or 6letters, we see traces of a circular lemer, followed by a
triangular shape and then an upright. This suggests a passive or a middle infinitive;
and a very probable restoration is e(1[6to,(eo]$q1. For the use of this term in docu-
ments concerned with the appropriation of land compare e. g. SB 7657 (:8033) of
165-158: o01 0nop6vet 6(t6ro(6pevoE toE )"ornog (dpofpoE) [rc]( ropd td roSq-
rcov ptcr(6pevoE; cf. also P. Hibeh 1.98.220, and LSJ s. z.
11.30-31. At the end of 1.30 ed.pr. reports IIAPAAEIX, and proposes ro,po6eio/
[ouE pro$]orr[o0]E.J and L.RosEnr pointed out, however (Bull. Ep. 1,967.651),
that such a restoration assumed an irregular syllabic division of the word; more-
or,er they suggested that there was no clear trace of the final sigrna in 1.30. \7e have
found no race of such a letter; and there can be no real doubt about the restora-
tion proposed byJ. and L. Ronrnr, nopo8er/f(ov, supplying a term found in other
hellenistic documents with the sense "assign, convey)) (see Vrnns, RC p.352).
Compare (from the examples given in Bull.Ep.) Antiochus I, c. 27 5: or) o6v, 6m-
orceryopevoE ei pl 666[o]tot d,]"]"rot np6tepov oiitl f fl6tpo, ropo8e(ov o0tlv
rcx,i trlv rpog o0t!r lrbpov 'Aproto6rrci61t, RC 1 1 (OGIS 221).14-17 ; cf., in the
same dossier, 12.6-7 and 15 ff.; and the documents of 254/53 concerning the sale
of land to Queen Laodike, RC 18 (OGIS 225).24ff ., and cf . 20.19.
1.31. J. and L. Rosrnr punctuated after v{orrrt, in 1.30, to make 1<rlpov the object
of lopd6e(ov. Our restoration of 6(1[6to(eo]$g1 requires X6pov as its object; we
must therefore supply an object for nopd8e(ov in the lacuna at the beginning of
l. 31. Before i(epyooopevo6 ed.pr. reports . . ]OT[ .]X, and restores ptoS]rrlt[o6]9.
Ve see the traces which could be read as sigma, but are not convinced that they are
significant; we can determine nothing before that. \7e therefore restore nup&6et/
[(ov or)tolE yiv qv], which gives exactly the right number of letters to fill the lacu-
na.
1.32. Before tiE, ed.pr. reports traces of sigma and proposes qute6/foovte6 6ou-
tollg; SEG suggested gute6/[roor to0E crypoil]g; A-S, qute6/foovte6 dpd].oulE.
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The only trace of a letter which we can see before eig is an upright; we therefore
follow J. and L. Rosenr in reading <pute0/[oovteg E(ouot]y.
1.33. Before ot6)"eto ed.pr. reports no trace, and supplies [q oou],icl rccli f] SEG
proposes [6ts o$torg rcot]. \7e see a faint trace, which might be a crossbar, before
atbluew; we have followed J. and L. Ronrnr in supplying [6e cr0to16 roi 1].
1.34. The supplement to this line appears easy to make, but is unsatisfactorily short
for the space. Ed.pr. supplied oi after np6yovot, which helps a little, but makes an
awkward construction. At the end of the line, o0tolfgl would make good sense;
but we have been unable to detect any tace of the final signta on the stone.
1.35. At the end of the lacuna ed.pr. reports. ..]Xt.lllN vqoov, and proposes Indot
rorE Ei]E [t]{v vqoov. \[e are not convinced that we can determine any significant
traces before the nw of t{v, but there is an outline which might be an epsilon some
4/5letters before it. \7e have adopted the restoration suggested by SEG, [6otrlv-
mpl g[ig tr1]v v1oov.
The purpose of this command seems to be to keep the community on Ikaros
economically viabie by exempting them from taxes payable on supplies exported
from the Seleucid empire into the island. This would necessitate the following pro-
hibition-if ourinterpretation ol1l.35-37 iscorrect-ontheexportof goodsout
of this subsidised economy, perhaps to non-Seleucid territory.
11.35-36. Restoration here must be very tentative; but eig in 1. 35 indicates that we
are dealing with an expression of location or direction. It is therefore tempting to
read, with ed.pr., 'Ap]qBiov in 1.35, although the traces of the surviving alpha are
very faint. Ed.pr. stryplies [t{v dvt' o$tqg'Ap]oB[ov; A-S, [tt1v &vtrrcpug'Ap]Sp-
iov. The turn of phrase which we have proposed is a commonplace in hellenistic
terminology.
The text here is, however, so fragmentary that there can be little certainty; and it
is possible that we should restore 6t[d or rot]d. Bicrv; if so, we must assume that
Ikadion has returned to the topic of attacks by one group of inhabitants against
another.
1.37. Ed.pr. supplies p1l[Sd ro,pt6pet dn' 6(ouo[oE] &],]"o pr1S6v; SEG suggested
pql[Sd ropt6per 6(oyeo.9or]. The prohibition seems to us to require a personal ob-
ject, and we have therefore supplied p'ql[6evt. For the rest, our restoration is based
on the assumptions discussed above, and is very tentative.
At the end of the line, ed.pr. reports E, followed by a space, and restores e [i]; we
think we can see traces of the iota.
1.38. Ed.pr. reads ... t]olv 6pBgl.l.ovtrrlv; SEG suggested [p{ ruto np6otoypo
t]ov. The surface here is very worn; but we read t]dlv 6a1pql"),ovtotv. 'EtrBoi'l"ol
can have the sense obelong tor, and this could be another prohibition against in-
vading the property of others, expressed in similar terms to the letter of Seleucus II
at Labraunda, cited at 1.24. But the verb can also mean ufall to, be due to" (LSJ s. z.
IL6); it is used of an allotment of corn in the Samian corn-law of the second centu-
ry BC (Syl1.3 976.70 and 8O). If, therefore, this passage is still concerned with the
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regulation of supplies to the island, the sense could be ulf fthere is an interruption
of some kind tol the allotted (supplies)".
1.39. If 11.37*38 were taken up with a conditional clause, the lacuna in this line
must contain the main verb of this sentence, before the subordinate clause intro-
duced by ivn. The first legible ffaces in this line are ...IQAIAI; and the easiest in-
terpretation seems to be to see this as the end of a word concerned with selling,
-n]rpl,icrt. Ed.pr. suggests ... xqr povonlrpl,iot; we would prefer a nominative plu-
ral, with the sense "let there be sales of such-and-such a kind". The most suitable
term here would be one for the sale of food; otton<,r),isr is not otherwise attested,
but it would give good sense.
1.40. Ed.pr. supplies [eiE to0E eiprlp6vog oi]flog. Vhile the passage must remain
very uncertain, we are inclined to take tpx|m,ew in its well-amested sense of "fall
into difficulties" (LSJ s.o. 4.b), those difficulties perhaps being specified by a word
such as &ppcoo]1toE; such an interpretation would seem to be relevant if we are
right in interpreting these lines as concerned with food supplies.
l.4l . Ed,pr. restores [].oBelv rc,$' e0S0d,]ouv. \tre consider it most likely that OYN
should be read as o6v, preceded by a word of command, such as o0vto(ov; for a
similar construction, compare the dossier of c.200, from Tell el-Firr (cited at note
39), I.7: ofvto(ov ovoyp&ryovtoE 6v otrli,crrE ).t$[ivotE . . . td]E 6ntoto],][g &vo-
S]eivor 6v ftolg] $noplo0ootE [oot r<bpcrrg; cf. also Cl.Rh. IX, 190.
Neither ofvto(ov, nor any other likely rcrm, is sufficient to fill the lacuna here.
Ve must therefore assume that it was preceded by the last word of the preceding
sentence - a word of about 4/6letters, very probably an adverb, qualifying btpxix-
'[tw.
L 42. Before dvayp]dryovroE there is room for 4-6letters. Ed.pr. proposes otql"1v,
but this is an unparalleled construction; an alternative possibility is tcrftrlv, per-
haps reflected in the terms of Anaxarchos'letter (see above, on 1.4).
1.43. The bad condition of the stone is particularly frustrating at this point, since
this line apparently contains the year date, which is lost in l. 5; it is followed by the
day of the month, lTArtemision, ten days earlier than the date of Anaxarchos'
covering note (1.6). This indicares that no great distance separates Ikadion and
Anaxarchosl compare the time-lags in the publication of the decrees honouring
Laodike (L.Ronrnr, Hell. VII, 15-17).
After the lacuna, ed.pr. reports traces of a triangular letter, followed by a circular
letter and then a square corner, proposing a sentence ending in A, followedby a
date, Of'. A-S proposed 6v tot iepox./ [XtrrtlpoE f Seo0 &]"][ou, which is too long.
J. and L. Rorrnr (Bull.Ep. 1967.651) suggested that, while the most probable res-
toration would be ayear date, in the Seleucid style - that is, with the lower num-
bers first - an alternative possibility might be 6v tdrt itpat"/ [tflg 'Apt6pt]SoE,
which would fit the lacuna. The construction which w.e are assuming, however, re-
quires a verb for setting up the inscription - d,voServot (the standard term) or
drselvot (the less common term, used by Anaxarchos in 1.5) - in the first pan .
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of this line, where there is space for some 9-ll letters before the circular letter
(which is certain). After puzzling over the traces, we have concluded that the cir-
cular letter is more likely to be a theta,with a dot, than an omi.cron. The letter after
it is uncertain, but can convincingly be read on the stone and squeeze (less so on
the photograph) as rho, a letter which varies in size and shape in this document.
This would give the date gp', 109, of the Seleucid era - thatis,203/2 BC.; for the
implications, see historical commentary. \Vhat we are less sure of is whether any
letter can be determined before the numerals. Ve do see (with ed.pr.) what could
be the upper part of a triangular letter; but it appears to us to be too close to the
tbeta to be a separate letter. The surface is extremely pitted, and we feel it most
prudent to assume a brief vacat here between the last word of the sentence and
the date.
H i s t o r ica I c ornrn e nt d.ry
The two documents recorded on this stele are a letter from a Seleucid official, Ika-
dion, to his subordinate, Anaxarchos, and a covering letter from Anaxarchos to
the inhabitants of Ikaros. Ikadion's letrcr sets out the poliry of a Seleucid king for
the inhabitants of the island. Our reading of line 43 gives the date as Artemision in
year 109 of the Seleucid era - that is, April/May of 203 BC. The king must there-
fore be identified as Antiochus III (222-1.87). This dating is supported by the let-
tering (see above, p. 18) and is entirely consistent with the content of the docu-
ments.
The king's policy for Ikaros (1.9) is justified in terms of his adhesion to that of
his progonoi, and is explained solely in terms of their intervention in, patronage of
and plans for the religious life of the island (11.9-1 L, cf 19-20,33-34). This theme
of dynastic loyalty combined with royal piety and religious patronage is tl.pical of
Seleucid public relations, and is particularly well attested of Antiochus III.a5 The
term progonol was used abeady in the time of the second Seleucid king, Antio-
chus I, to refer to the (ancestors> of the ruling house (OGIS 222.18; cf. n.45). It is
unfortunately not possible to identify the reign (or reigns) in which the royal plans
for the sanctuary on lkaros had not been implemented. Now, however, there is an
energetic king on the throne pressing his officials to action, a scenario fitting well
what is known of Antiochus III as a historical figure.
The position of Ikadion in the Seleucid bureaucracy and administration is not
specified. He is apparently a high-ranking Seleucid official belonging to the rather
a5 Compare the letter of Seleucus II to Miletus (OGIS 227;RC 22; Ins.Didyma 493);for
Antiochus III following the poiicy of hts progonoi see e. g. \7rrrrs, RC 42; and for piety as a
motive, RC 32 (Ins.Magn. 19; OGIS 232) : Antiochus, son o{ Antiochus III, abiding by his fa-
ther's policy and referring to his piety; RC 44 (OGIS 244 2511.): eusebeiaol Antiochus III and
ol his progonol with regard to the cults at Syrian Daphne; P. HnnnnaNN, Anadolu 9 (1965)
29-159 at34,11.74-1,5: decree ofTeos honouring Antiochus III. See also the valuable discus-
sion of J. and L. Rorrnr, Amyzon 140, 1 80-1 8 1.
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vague category of 6ri tdlv rpoypo,trrrv tetcr,yp6vor (ll. 11-12), "those in charge of
affairsrr, and so at the head of some section of the Seleucid administration. This
formula is not used in Seleucid terminology to describe any one specific position.
One department of Seleucid bureaucratic administration which would be involved
in the issues discussed here is that of the dioiketai and their subordinares (the oi.-
konomoi) whose direct responsibility to the king, and independence of the gover-
nor has recently been illuminated, in the case of Seleucid Palestine, by the Seleucid
dossier from Tell el-Firr.a6 As important officials regionally deployed, in direct
communication with the king, and as officials responsible for ,economic) matrers
(including supplies as well as fiscal administration) rhey would have been con-
cerned in the administration of lkaros, especially with regard ro raxarion.4T Since,
however, the dioihetai are referred to in documents by their title, instead of the
formula used here,a8 it seems unlikely that Ikadion should be identified as one.
This formula is used of Zeuxis as viceroy of Antiochus III in Asia Minor,ae as
well as being applied collectively to royal officials who are responsible to the king
for affairs in the satrapies.5o Ikadion is therefore very likely to have been the gover-
nor of the satrapy to which Ikaros was attached. Vhich one thar was is at present
unknown. The most likely is perhaps Babylonia, more specifically the satrapy of
"The Districts of the Red Sea" after its creation (by 222 BC; see above, p.8 and
n. 15). Less likely, but possible, is the satrapy of Susiana.slJnnrrseN was inclined rc
identify Ikadion with the homonym named by Jerome (comm. in Dan. XI.6) as a
supporter of Laodike and her son Seleucus II in the dynastic struggle of c. 246
against Berenice, the second wife of Antiochus II, after the death of the latter;s2
our dating for this text must rule that out.
Anaxarchos, as a subordinate of lkadion, is identifiable as a Seleucid official in
charge of one of the regional subdivisions into which the Seleucid satrapies were
a6 C[.n.39 andJ.M.BrnrnaNo,ZPE46,1982, 167-1,74. See alsoJ.E.Tarlon, Seleucid
Rule in Palestine (University Microfilms International, Michigan 1983) 108-168 , esp.147 ff .a7 ForrecentdiscussionofthefunctionsoftheSeleuciddioi*eresseeTaylox,o.c. l.5O-152.
a8 Cf. e. g. LaNoau (o. c. above, n.39),at58-59,11.4,22;J. and L. Rosrnr,LaCarie II (Paris
l95q 28A no. 166, l. 7 (Apollonia in Caria; probably from the reign of Antiochus III) ; G. Pu-
crrr.sr Cannanrllr, ASAA 45 / 46 (1967 / 68) 445-453 no.2, 15-26 (letter of Laodice, wife of
Antiochus III, to Iasos) with J. and L. Ronenr, Bull. Ep. 197 1 no. 621 ar 502-5fi .ae On Zeuxis' position see BrNcrsoN, Die Strategie II, 90 ff., 1 15 ff., and J. and L. Ronrnr,
Amyzon 176-187.
5a Cf ., exempli gratia, Antiochus III, who wrote from Antioch-Persis, RC 31 (OGIS 231; c.
205 BC). 25 ff.: roi toTE 6ri 'r(rv npoyputorv teto,yp6vor6, 6n<og rcri cri n6),eq d,ro)"ofSolg
ctno66(tovto,t: tans.: .to those in charge of affairs in order that thep oleis acceptaccordingly,
(the invitation to the new panhellenic agon {or Attemis Leucophryene at Magne sia-Maean-
der).
51 Cf. JrrnrsrN, Kuml i960, 196. As Jrnrrsrrv noted, Anaxarchos wrote 10 days later rhan
Ikadion, and 10 days is a reasonable time for the journey from Susa to the Gulf.
52 l. c. 197.
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subdivided.53 The content of the documents makes it appear unlikely that he was
resident at Ikaros - for example as Seleucid governor (epistates) of the island.
A noteworthy feature of the text is lkadion's use of the plural pronoun flp1v
(1. 15) to denote to whom the king had written. The usage is paralleled by Anaxar-
chusinl.2. Ikadionalsousesthepluralformsfortheverbs (11.16-17) describing
the action that had been taken. In contrast, he uses the imperative in the second
person singular to give orders to Anaxarchus (1.35, cf .26-27,30-31). It seems pos-
sible that this usage should be understood as anaiogous to the royal owe, regularly
used by the Seleucid kings in correspondence. There are several other instances
where Seleucid governors use <(we> when referring rc the king's orders to them
which they are passing on.5a In these cases .we, perhaps stands collectively for the
authoriry which that official and his group of subordinates represent in the state as
the section responsible for carrying out the king's policy.
The two documents contained in text 3 illuminate only indirectly the question of
the status and character of the settlements on lkaros. The subordinate character of
rhe community emerges first in the fact that the king communicates his orders for
the island through his officials. The people are subject, and the land (chora) is the
king's, as is implicit in his orders for its distribution (ll. 29 ff.; i. e., cbora basilike).
\Thatever type of social organisation the inhabitants belong to, they are not or-
ganised as a polis. The lack of civic structure emerges in several ways: firstly from
the form of address Anaxarchus employs in his covering note, which is directed
simply to the inhabitants collectively (1. 1) instead of to a board of magistrates andl
or some other representative body such as a bowle or assembly. Secondly, the oike-
tai do not possess the hall-mark of a Greek polis - a ctty ethnic by which they
could be addressed (cf. also text2 and commentary). Thirdly, the physical con-
straints of the settlement F 5, at c. sixty metres square55 demonstrate that the place
was not built as one of the new Seleucid poleis.56 There is, therefore, no evidence
for any administrative organisation on Ikaros other than that of the cult (or cults)
on the island.
\7e know that the pre-Greek community was centred round a sanctuary (Arri-
an, Anabasis 7 .20.3-4) , and the physical remains of F 5 suggest a similar arrat9e-
ment for the hellenistic site. Furthermore, the only local officials to be mentioned
53 See BeucrsoN) o. c. 12ff .; on Babylonian regional subdivisions see S. M. SurnwtN-VuI-
rr,JNES 42(1983)268.s' Cf. e.g. Labraunda IIL2,61, no.46, 1.3: an order, probablyfrom the reign of Antio-
chus III, and probably from Zeuxis; J. and L. Rosenr, Amyzon,186,ll.7-8: ? letter of Zeuxis
from Kuzyaka, ancient Kildara; L. Ronenr, CRAI 1967,28 7-297, at289,1.24: covering note
of the Seleucid ?satrap Menedemos to an edict, from Kermanshah, 193 BC; cf. L.Ronnnr,
Hellenica VII (P aris, 1949) 5-29, at 7, 1. 3 : covering note of Menedemos with a copy of the
same edict from Laodicea/Nehavend.
5s Cf. Jr,r,r,rsrN, ,A hellenistic fonress on the island of Ikaros (Failaka) in the Persian Gulf,,
Huitidme Congrds International d'Arch6ologie classique Paris 1963 (1965),542.
56 Pace the remarks of G. ConBN (o. c. above, n. 26) 4 4.
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in text 3 (and in the plural) are rhe neoleoroi (1.21), <temple-wardens,, who, on the
analogy of the famous sancruaries of Artemis at Sardis and Ephesus, as well as rhar
al Amyzon, were important administrators responsible for temple administration
as well as for the organisation of the cults in their care. They tend ro be prominenr
where a sanctuary functioned as rhe cenrre of the life of a place;57 and this very
probably continued rc be the case in the hellenistic period on Ikaros.
The question of the original location of the hieron which was moved (11. 1O- 16)
- presumably to F 5 - remains unclear. Certainly Alexander's explorers learned of
a sanctuary and cult of a goddess ("Artemis") on Ikaros in the pre-Greek period.
But was this, or the cult of Soter (1.22) localised at the Achaemenid site at Tell
Khazneh, or yet somewhere else? One of the motives behind the move is likely to
have been protection; F 5 was fortified, if inadequately,t, by a circumference wall
of mud-brick resting upon a base of irregular blocks of rock.se The unplanned and
irregular disposition of the houses filling the area around the two temples60 sug-
gests that the site functioned as a fonified setrlement rarher than as one of the
.true forts, characteristic of the hellenistic period, which were designed with regu-
larly laid out barracks to serve primarily as a military base for troops.61 TempleA
was oriented exactly on the east-wesr axis of the .squarer,62 evidently as an origi-
nai part of the plan. The main objective would appear to have been to provide for-
tified protection for a (new) sanctuary, and room for a communiry to dwell around
it.
The Seleucid kings' policy of support for the religions - Greek and non-Greek
- of the peoples within their empire is becoming ever more fully documented.63
Their positive action provides the historical background for an assessment of the
cult patronage of text 3. There are, however, serious impediments to a more de-
tailed account, even beyond the uncertain state of much of this rcxt. \7hi1e it seems
likelv that the hieron of the Soteira was moved to TempieA, since the inscription
stood in front of it, ir does nor necessarily follow that the temple had been built to
t' Cf .J. and L. Ronrnr, Amyzon, 11A,1,16, cf. i91 (wirh special reference to Amyzon).
58 Cf. A.V. La\ilRENCE, Greek Aims in Fortification (Oxford 1.979) 179,who describes the
site F 5 as the .weakest true fon yet discovered,.
5e For description of the fortifications and site see Jrlresrs, l.c. a6ove, n.55, and Kuml
96a,187;Lawrence, o.c. 1,79,452n.2;L.HaNNrsran,"DanishArchaeological Excavations
on Failaka, in Arabie Orientale M6sopotamie et Iran M6ridional, Editions Recherche sur les
Civilisations, M6moire 37, P aris I 9 I 4, pp. 59 -6 6, at p. 59.50 JrlnesrN, Kuml 1960, 187.61 On these see LawnrNcE, o.c. l76ff .
62 JnlrrsrN (1. c. n.55) 542.63 For a conspectus of the new evidence with regard to Antiochus III see J. and L. Rorrnr,
Amyzon, 140;seealsonn.45,54above.OnSeleucidparronageof BabyloniancultsseeA.K.
Gn-tvsox, Babylonian Historical-LiteraryTexts, Toronto SemiticTexts and Studies 3 (Toron-
to 1975) 19-20,n.29;Ioe u, Assyrian and Babylonian Chronicles, TCS 5 (LocustValley, New
York,1975) 278 n.2.
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accommodate the cult of the Soteira. It is entirely possible that the moved cult sim-
ply shared - in keeping with Greek practice - a temple with other deities, the god-
dess becoming synnaos.64 This may be suggested by text}, from the area of Tem-
ple A, apparently dedicated "to the gods"; and, although ll.z2ff . of text 3 cannot
be adequately restored, it appears that Ikadion is concerned with another cult, of
Soter, as well as that of Soteira (1. 10). k seems reasonable to equate the Soteirawith
the cult of .Artemis, mentioned by Arrian, and the Artemis Soteira of text 1; the
Soter might be the Zeus Soter also invoked in text 1.
The cult - or cults - of Temple A (and B) were housed in a structure that is re-
cognisably Greek in plan, architecture and decoration. At least one Iranian feature
reflects the building tradition of the larger region;65 but the moved cult's new
home, probably unlike the old, was basically Greek in physical appearance. The
establishment of an ago4 probably accompanied by cultural competitions as well
as athletics, was an integral part of the royal policy with regard to the sanctuary
01. 16ff.) and was therefore perhaps partially intended to celebrate - in normal
Greek fashion - the re-organisation. The Seleucid kings'promotion - indeed im-
position - of specifically Greek cultural traditions to create a recognisably Greek
style of life for the Greek and hellenised inhabitants of their empire m share in is
beautifully encapsulated in this image of a Greek agon celebrated on a small island
off the Fertile Crescent, in the inner Arabian Gulf. The reaction of the inhabitants
to a decision in which, it appears from text3, they had no say is not recorded, at
least explicitly. It is unlikely to have been all favourable (see below).
The ethnic composition of the population of Ikaros and of the Seleucid semle-
ment(s) is potentially of considerable importance for the general understanding of
Seleucid colonising policies. The occupation of the island in the Achaemenid peri-
od is documented by literary sources) but has not yet been much illuminarcdby ar-
chaeological exploration of the island.66 It is to be hoped that excavation will in
time reveal more about the size and material character of the sanctuary-centred
settlement which Alexander's explorers described, and which passed not long af-
terwards into Seleucid control. The presence of a non-Greek element on hellenis-
tic Ikaros also is reflected in the material finds from the hellenistic sites, being in-
ferable from the presence of artefacts of traditional Mesopotamian style (as well as
objects imponed from Mesopotamia and perhaps from Susiana),67 from a non-
6a On this phenomenon see A. D. Nocr, HSCP 41 0%q 1-62, reprinrcd in his Essays on
Religion and the Ancient Vorld I, ed. Z. Srrvanr (Oxford 1974 2A2ff .
5s See JerlrsrN, /. c. (n.55) for the bell-shaped column bases of Persian design (p1.136.1).
See also M. Cormoce, Parthian Art (London 1977) 24,67 (use of mud-brick in the fortificati-
ons); L. HaNNrsrAD, o. c. (n.59) p.61, on building techniques.
66 See n.2.
67 See MRrurEsrN (o. c. n.22) 15-16,17 ff . (Catalogue, Part I, Oriental Types, nos. 1-70),
39ff. (Catalogue, ParL2, Greek Types, nos.71-108); HaNNrsrao (o.c. n.22) esp. Ll, 79,
1 03- 1 04.
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Greek (perhaps Nonh Arabian or Aramaic) graffito,68 and perhaps too from the
relative rariry of Greek objeos at the settlement F 5 and at the new French site.6e
The presence of Greeks is indicated above all by the inscriptions nos. 1 and 2. If the
interpretation of text 1 is correct, rhe Seleucid settlement will have begun under
the protection of a Seleucid garrison. Since the Seleucids drew upon non-Greek
peoples within the empire as well as on Greeks for their colonial serrlemenrs, any
colonists senr ro Ikaros are likely m have included non-Greeks too, hellenised to
varying degrees; cf. for example the Greek and Iranian military garrison at Mag-
nesia -Sipylus,7o and Antiochus III's disparch of Jews from Babylonia as colonists
to Asia Minor.71
Text 3 should not automatically be regarded as evidence for the hellenised (let
alone hellenic) character of the inhabitants as a whole. Firstly, there is a danger in
arguing from governmenr documenrs pur up for public display to either the pub-
lic's knowledge of the language in which they were wrirten, or ro their literacy.
*Government's ideas on what ought to be readable do not necessarily coincide
with what the subjects can actually read,,.72 Secondly, there is the question of the
function behind the publication of Ikadion's lerrer - that is, the audiences for
which public exhibition of the documenff was intended. Ikadion's lener informed
his Greek subordinate both of the implementation of (and reasons for) the king,s
plans regarding Ikaros, and passed on royal orders concerning the treatmenr, tax-
ation and property rights of the inhabitants which it was Anaxarchos' responsibili-
ty to implement. one function of publication was to provide proof, not so much to
the local audience, b';.. to seleucid personnel ol rights that they are ro respect (e. g.
to the dioiketes and oikonomos responsible for fiscal administration in the case of
the taxation immunity and land granrs, and to the Seleucid soldiers, or colonists,
guilty of roughing up the inhabitants [11.24 ff.; see below], quite apart from Anax-
archos' own successors in office). This function of publication is well illustrated by
another Seleucid documenr: the dossier of texts concerning the legal rights and
ateleia from billeting of the villages near Sclthopolis belonging to ptolemy, Seleu-
cid governor of coele syria and Phoenicia (see n.39). In response ro a request for
action the king (Antiochus III) ordered Prolemy to have the documents inscribed
and placed on public display in his villages (as cited in the commentary on 1.41,
above). It. is obvious from the dossier that the purpose was nor ro provide a stele for
Ptolemy and the villagers ro read, but to provide evidence for the numerous Seleu-
cid authorities in the region, who were Greeks and Macedonians (the dioiketai
68 SalLEs, l.c. n.23, reported a non-Greek graffito, possiblyAramaic or North Arabian,
inscribed on an alrar.
5e Sarres, ib., andHaNNrsrao, o. c. (n.22) 104.
'o OGIS 229, esp. tOO ff./1 Josephus,AJ 12.14972 D. M. Lrvrs, JThS 19 (1969) 583-588 at 587 (review of J. N. SrvrNrsrn, Do you know
Greek? How much Greek could rhe firstJewish Christians have known?)
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with subordinate oikonomoi and the military commanders in the district)73 to abide
by in the future. One very important function of the publication of these docu-
ments was as a channel of communication between different branches of the Se-
leucid administration. The intercourse is within the governmeflt, at a level where
officials are mainly Greek speaking, not between the government and its subjects.
This fact is not surprising, since it is becoming increasingly clear that the bureauc-
racy of the Seleucid kingdom was as complex and developed as that of Ptolemaic
Egwt.'o
Lines 20-40 deal with the present situation on lkaros. Reconstruction is not
easy because of the poorly preserved state of the inscription. The following is a
tentative appraisal of what seems to be going on. Although the exact supplemen-
ting of 11.20-26 is uncenain, it appears that Ikadion is concerned to protect the
rights of the (local) inhabitants ("f. pn rpoonopsr)so$sr ... tp6nort prl8evi d).1"'
6ov...) belonging to the population settled on the island (ouvorrcro$qvor). It
seems to be this group which is m be protected (1.25, end - 1.29, beginning) by en-
suring that they attain their ,rightsr, and by their protection against injustice or re-
moval (expropriation, expulsion, or even being carried off as slaves).75 Members of
this <group> (toftalv inl.29, i. e. presumably the anthropoi of 1.28, who would ap-
pear to be the nepi group of 1.20) are to be granted an allotment of island land
(chora) with hereditary leasehold - as attested in other Seleucid colonies - if they
want to farm it. The condition, which is characteristic of emphyteutic leases, of the
lessee cultivating the land, is made explicit.T6 This requirement (and probably the
hereditary tenure) seems to have applied generally to Seleucid colonial allotments
in this period, also being used, for example, by Antiochus III in his arrangement
for the settlement of Babylonian colonists inPhrygia.77
Two main points emerge. Firstly, a section of people on Ikaros have suffered in
the ways prohibited in 11.24-26, and 26-28. There are several Seleucid rulings
against similar mistreatment of local populations (..g. by Seleucid soldiers at Car-
ian Amyzon, at the sanctuary of Labraunda, and in the villages of Ptolemy near
Scythopolis) which point to a similar situation on Ikaros.78 The second issue
(11.29-32) is the cultivation of the island chora. Two main interpretations are possi-
ble: a) the policy of making land grants and leaseholds to the local population has
73 LaNoau, o. c. n.39,58-59, 11. 1-3, 12ff.
7a Cf. rhe prophetic remark of Vrrrrs, RC p. 102; see Tavron, o. c. n.46, 147 lf ., 170-171.
75 Compare the Seleucid edict (probably of the reign of Antiochus III and from Zeuxis)
curbing at the king's order the misbehaviour of the army at Labraunda: Cn tura, Labraunda
III.2,6l-63 no.46, with Bull.Ep. D7A.553; Amyzon 138-L42, no. 10 (Antiochus III at Amy-
zon).
75 CoHrN, o. c. n.26, 68-69.
/7 Josephus, AJ 1.2.L51, compared by CounN /. c., with the condition of land tenure on Ika-
ros attested in text 3.
78 Cf. the inscriptions cited in n.75.
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not been implemented properly in the past, and is now to be put fully into oPera-
tion. This could refer to a distinction (and now conflict) between Seleucid colo-
nists who had been granted land, and local inhabitants, whose livelihood, apart
from tending the cult(s), will have come from fishing, and from any trade that the
island's position as a staging point and watering place created Or, b), the plan to
promote the cultivation of the island by landgrants is new, or - if ,ancestral, - is
being implemented now for the first time. There seems no way to decide between
these two hypotheses.
In considering the king's policy in land allotment, it is wonh noting the contrast
drawn in the accounts of Alexander's explorers between cultivated Telos and Ika-
ros.7e Ikaros was thickly wooded (perhaps with low scrub, but possibly - in con-
trast to today - with real trees) which suggests that there was little or no cultiva-
tion on the island in the pre-Seleucid period. The island is cultivable, being
comparatively well provisioned with fresh water, since ,by some whim of geolo-
gyr80 the water table is less than 2 metres below the ground surface, and catches the
rare winter rainfall, which can easily be tapped by wells. Btssv also noted reports
that corn had been grow'n on the island until recently.8i It is possible that an in-
crease to the population of Ikaros had meant that the island's delicately balanced
ecology could not support it adequately. The king's poliry, in encouraging the culti-
vation of land on the island, was perhaps aimed at catering for a larger populadon.
The other main issue - the oppression of members of the population - might be
a long-smnding problem; but it is perhaps more likely, in the light of other Seleucid
inscriptions, to be a recent deyelopment, linked either with the move of the sanctu-
ary o\ more probably, with the influx of a new group. This could be new colonists
(hence the promotion of agriculture) sent to reinforce the Seleucid hold on Ikaros,
and/ or a more temporary influx of soldiery connected with the military operations
that Antiochus' Arabian policy had engendered in 205 BC.
Another mechanism used to promote the future success of the settlement is the
grant of ateleia (11.32-35) which takes the form of a reaffirmation of immunity
conceded by the king's p rogonoi. The exact nature (and limit) of the ateleia is made
clear in 1.35 as being immunity on goods exported to the island. This is most likely
a reference to the customs dues imposed by the Seleucids on the movement of
goods in the Seleucid empire, grants of immunity from which are attested both as
rewards to friendly foreign powers and to places within the kingdom.s2 \7e know
7e See Arrian, Anabasis 7.20.3-4; for description of Telos see Anabasis 7.20.6, and
Theophrastus, HP. 4.7 .8.
80 G. Brrrv, Looking for Dilmun (Pelican Books 1972) 215-216.
81 o. c. 276 cf. J.-F.Sarres, Proc. Sem. Arab. Stud. 11 (1981)73-74.
82 See, e.g, the tax exemptions granted to the Rhodians trading in che Seleucid empire by
Seleucus II (Polybius 5.89.8, cf. 21.45.17) and Antiochus III's grant to the Jewish etbnos of tax
exemption on imports of materials needed for rebuilding the temple at Jerusalem: Josephus,
AJ Qll ;BrcrenuaN, Institutions S6leucides, 1,1,5-116.
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from the coins of Seleucia-Tigris and from artefacrs found at F 5 that the inhabit-
ants had contact with Babylonia and the cities there;83 they would have had to im-
port many basic materials and supplies. The grant of ateleia, which would have fa-
cilitated this, was also perhaps intended to reinforce by economic inducements
attachment to the Seleucids.
Line 33 shows that the ateleia should nor be regarded as a new privilege, de-
signed to meet new circumstances, but as one granted in the past, perhaps at the
beginning of Seleucid rule on Ikaros. There was apparendy no time limit on rhe
immunity such as is often attested in grants of ateleia, especially in rhe case of royal
attempts to revive a place after war,8a or establish or restore a colony.85 There is no
reason, however, to conceive of the island as a tax-haven! The islanders are likely
to have been subject to other Seleucid crown taxess6 since there is no reference to
grants of immunity from them. And those who became cleruchs of royal land, un-
der the terms of 11.29-32, became liable to a ser of regular taxes.87 The ban in the
last lines 01.35 ff.) and its precise objective (1.39) is too fragmentary for anyrhing ro
be reconstructed securely; but it is possible that the effective .subsidy, of imports to
Ikaros entailed a ban on their re-export from the island - see the tentative resrora-
tion of 11.35-37, with the commenrary.
Ikadion's letter seems clearly to attest a reorganisation of the Seleucid settle-
ment on Ikaros on the king's initiative, although essenrial demils remain proble-
matic. \Vhat is also of interesr is that there was no physical segregation of the pop-
ulation in the settlement F 5, as the archaeological discoveries importantly
demonstrate.ss The mingled culturai traditions of this compararively small helle-
83 See O.MsnKHoLM, Kuml 1960, 1,99-207;Kuml1972,183-203;KumI 1979,21,9-236.
8a See, e. g., Antiochus III's grant of a three year general tax exemption to the population of
Jerusalem (fosephus, AJ 12.143) and his grant of a seven year tax immunity to Sardis (Bucr-
rrn and RorrNsoN, Sardis VII. Greek and Latin Inscriptions fl-eiden 1,932] 2: on the date see
L. Ronrnr, Nouvelles Inscriptions de Sardes fParis 1954] 19-21); cf. also M. HollrRux, Etu-
des d'Epigraphie et d'Histoire Grecques II (Paris 1938) 73-125 at7 4-7 5,11.21-24: an Attalid
grant of a five year rax exemprion ro an Attalid ciry, possiblyApollonia Rhyndacus.
85 See e. g. Antiochus III's grant of a tenyear ateleiaon produce of the land to Jewish colo-
nists sent from Babylonia to settle in Phrygia (AJ 12.151) and Eumenes II's grant of tax ex-
emptions of two and three years for o1d and new colonists at .the village of the Cardakes, near
LycianTelmessus: Srcne, Cl. Rhod.9 (1938) 190, cf.J. and L.RosrRr, Bull. Ep. 1980 no.484
at455-458. See CoueN (o. c. n.26) 63-64.
86 See BtcxBniuaN, Institutions S6leucides, 1 06 ff . ; Tavlon, o. c. n. 46, 8 4 ff .87 See the inscriptions cited in n. 8 5; and, on the taxation both of laoi cultivating royal land
and of Seleucid colonists see BrcrrnnRN, o. c. 778-1.85 (cf. also \flaLnaNr, The Hellenistic
\forld [Fontan a 1982] 126 ff. on the taxation of the laoi) .88 Cf., on the Seleucid levels at Susa, where excavations revealed in one area the Greek-
Macedonian element apparently living side by side with non-Greeks, R. GnrnsnnaN, Persian
Art. The Parthian and Sassanian Dynasties 249 BC - AD 531 (NewYork,/London 196\ fi2;
Ioru, Archeolo gia 22, 1968, 53-59 at 59 .
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nistic settlement are well reflected in the material finds.8e This discovery provides
an interesting counter example to a current view of the relationship between
Greeks and non-Greeks in areas under Macedonian rule as one of juxtaposition
and segregarion.eo This model is mo simple to apply in toto to the settlemen$ of
the Seleucid empire, where such variables as manpowe! function and place com-
bined to produce different panerns.el It is worth noting also that royal policy in
this text observed no distinction juridically as regards the rights of inhabitants. It is
[rue, howeve r, th^t, as so often, the reality aPpears from ll. 26ff . not to have coin-
cided with the aspirations of the govefnment; but the Seleucid authorities do at-
tempt to correct abuses. At the same time, the king's policy is to enhance the Greek
veneer of religious and social life by the establishment of a characteristically Greek
institution, the agon, and probably also in the provision of .Greek, temples. The
rext documents both the central role of the king in the formation and the execution
of Seleucid settlement policies, and the specifically Greek modes which he encour-
aged their realisation to take.
The king regarded his policy (at least officially) as the implementation of ances-
tral policy. This is nor enrirely to be dismissed as novelty in the guise of traditional-
ism. Both archaeology and our text 1 combine to suggest a Seleucid presence at
Ikaros from the early third century. This evidence can legitimately be linked with
Seleucus I's gift to the Milesian sancruary at Didyma (dated 288/7 BC)e2 of large
amounts of frankincense, myrrh and Indian spices (cinnamon and costum - that is,
Putchuk) vrhich documents indirectly Seleucus' access to the precious trade in in-
cense and other South Arabian products which, together with Indian trade arriv-
ing by sea in the Gulf were passed north via Telos and Gerrha.e3 Such hints as these
suggest that one purpose of Seleucid control of Ikaros was to enhance Seleucid
power in the trading of the Gulf, especially with regard to the valuable spice and
incense trade. Ancestral activity in the Gulf can thus be traced back as far as Seleu-
cus I, founder of the dynasty.ea
Rosrowzrrr has shown that Seleucus I, like his rivals, claimed a blood connec-
8e D.Scnrulrsrncrn, L'Orient hell6nis6 (Paris 1970) 164,169; cf. also the works cited in
n.67.
eo C. Pn6aux, Le Monde hell6nistique. La Grdce et l'Orient (323-146 av. J.-C.) II (Paris
1978) 54sff. and 587 ff.el P.M.Fnaspn, CR, N.S. 1,1, (196L), reviewing M.Llaoas, Hellenistic Culture; Fusion
and Diffusion (Columbia University Press 1959),145-146.
e2 OGIS214(RC5;Ins.Didyma424).49-51;cf'V.GUNrur'n, Ist.Mitt.4(1971)70.Cf'
also J.I. Mrrren, The spice trade of the Roman empire (oxford 1969) 85, misdating oGIS
214 to the reign of Seleucus II.
e3 Cf. Rosrowzrrr, CAHVII, 175.
ea V.V.TanN, Hellenistic Civilisation3 (with G.T.GnrFFrrH, Cambrrdge 1952) 240. Cl.
roEn, JEA 15 (1929) 9-25 at 22,who rightly infers the good relations of Seleucus I with the
Gerrhaeans. Their request to Antiochus III not to destroy their .everlasting Peace and free-
dom, (Polybiu s 13.9.4) indicates that they remained independent of Seleucus I'
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tion with Alexander (and the Macedonian kings) as a Heraclid, and that therefore
the Seleucid p rogonoiinclu'ded Alexander and the Argead dynasty.es The possibili-
ty arises that the ancestral policy resuscitated by the dynamic Antiochus III em-
braced nothing less than Alexander's plans to conquer and colonise the Arabian
powers of the west coast of the Gulf, and thereby to win control of the spice and
incense trade. This was perhaps the blueprint inspiring Antiochus' coercion of the
Gerrhaeans, and his visit to Telos (Bahrein), in 205,e6 two important intermediaries
in the hellenistic trade with the Indus Valley, and with South Arabia. The control
of Ikaros, which Alexander had personally named, remained an integral element
in the realisation of this policy. In the spring - 203 - of the second year after Antio-
chus' lucrative settlement with the Gerrhaeans his regulation of affairs on Ikaros
was at last implemented. The date links text 3 with the Seleucid poliry of expan-
sion in the inner Arabian Gulf which the king had taken up.
e5 Cf.Rosrowzrnr,JHS55(1935)56-66at63-65,relyinginprirnisonlibanius(XI.91)
who refers to Seleucus' kinship with the Heraclids (ancestors of the Argeads) as a Temenid.
See P. Gourovsrv, Essai sur les origines du mlthe d'Alexandre, I (Nancy 1978) 125-131 for
the evidence of Seleucus' conscious use of the ,myth, of Alexander in his struggle for power
and empire. Gourowsrv is mistaken in his statement (citing Rostor'"rzrrr, o. c. ) that Alexan-
derwas not included among the Seleucidprog onoi.Rosrowznrr's argumentwas precisely the
opposite. He believed that Alexander was included amongthe progonoi of the early Seleucids
(cf. above) ; he thought that at some point, perhaps with the organisation of the centralised dy-
nastic cult which he (rightly) attributed to Antiochus III, Alexander was excluded. His .evi-
dence, for this supposed change was the (incomplete) iist of priesthoods of royal cults of the
Seleucid kings from Seleucia-Pieria, Samaria, and Seleucia-Tigris, in which Alexander does
not feature. However, as Brcrr,nuaN, Institutions S6leucides 236-246 and 256, subsequently
pointed out, these are municipal cults, unrelated to the centralised dynastic cult of the Seleu-
cid empire instituted by Antiochus III. Gourowsrv's remark, o. c. 1 3 1, on the absence of figu-
rines of Alexander in the Seleucid empire has to be modified in light of the publication (inter
alia) of thelkaros terracottas; see also the fine ivory makhaira sheath decorated with Alexan-
der wearing a lion-sca1p head-dress : B. A. Lrrvrusrrv and I. R. PrcHrrrvax, ,The Temple of the
Oxus,, JRAS 1981, 133 -1 67, at 7 44, plate VIII.e6 Polybius 13.9;\[.V.TanN,JEA 15 (1929),22 (conquest); O.Monrnoru, Kuml 1960,
206-207; Lr' Rronn, Suse 304, rightly seeing Antiochus III's expedition as having wider aims
than the show of force and piracy favoured by BoucHi-LrcrrRcq, Histoire des S6leucides I
(Paris 1913) 166 (ciredbyLr Rrorn, l. c.) and Rostovtzrrr, Social and Economic History of
the Hellenistic\[orld2 I (1953) 458.
